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Abstract

This thesis consists of three separate chapters, which cover upstream and downstream

of the agri-food supply chain. In the first chapter, I revisit the price and volatility

transmission mechanism among natural gas, fertilizer, and corn markets between

2011 and 2021. The results turn out natural gas price returns in the short-term are

significantly affected by its lagged returns from itself and corn markets, and it will be

affected by its lagged return sand fertilizer markets. In the second chapter, I explore

the role of the collective reputation of online platforms in agri-food live streaming.

The case study uses Taobao Live as an example and I explore the relationship between

the collective reputation of online platforms and live streaming revenue. The main

result shows that small agri-business owners who want to adopt live streaming to make

money should launch their live streaming on a platform with a collective reputation.

The third chapter analyzes the photo content in an online review platform. It studies

the impact of photo content differences between business owners and customers on

restaurant ratings. By constructing a new dataset and building the Latent Dirichlet

Allocation model to find the latent of each photo, I found out the photo content in

specific topics (the Dish, Protein Food, Dessert) has a positive impact on restaurant

rating. It means that business owners can boost their rating by increasing the number

of photos regarding these topics.
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Chapter 1
Price and Volatility Transmissions between Natural Gas,

Fertilizer, and Corn Markets: A Revisit

1.1 Introduction

Commodity markets have experienced intensive price volatility in recent years, espe-

cially during the recent months of 2021. Some commodity prices like fertilizer, which

were to ”rise moderately by 3% ”in 2020, subsequently increased sharply in 2021 and

reached near-record high prices, achieving unseen high level that since the 2008-09

global financial crisis(WorldBank, 2020). Other commodities have experienced simi-

lar price volatility as the fertilizer; e.g. global food prices steeply falling in June and

July 2021, and then surging to their highest level in a decade by November, or within

three months(Alcorn, 2021). Natural gas prices in the U.S also experienced dramatic

fluctuation, reaching their highest price since the 2005 - 06 winter average, at a 7-year

high of record global prices(EIA, 2021). These severe price changes not only increase

the cost of risk management but also have a negative impact on the economic recovery

and growth rate of some countries, especially underdeveloped countries(Jacks et al.,

2011).

The goal of this paper is to investigate the price and volatility transmission mech-

anisms between natural gas, fertilizer, and US corn markets during recent ten years

(from 2011 to 2021). A novel study by Etienne et al. (2016) identifies the price volatil-

ity transmission mechanism between natural gas, ammonia, and corn prices from 1994

to 2014. They find significant correlations between fertilizer and corn prices and a

weak relationship between those markets and the natural gas market. They also find

that a unidirectional impact of lagged conditional volatility of fertilizer prices (specif-

ically ammonia prices) positively affects the conditional volatility of corn markets.
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However, given the recent intensive price volatility of the last few years, it is not cer-

tain whether such price transmission mechanisms among the three markets remains

the same or has changed. Moreover, understanding these mechanisms assists the gov-

ernment in making targeted policies and possibly help companies manage potential

related risks.

To achieve the objective, a vector error correction model (VECM) and Multivari-

ate Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (MGARCH) frame-

work based on Etienne et al. (2016) is used, but with substantial changes. First, daily

frequency data is adopted instead of weekly frequency data, enabling the capture of

volatility spillover effects between different markets. Different levels of frequency data

may yield inconsistent results, thus working with higher frequency data (i.e., daily)

is recommended(Saghaian et al., 2018). Moreover, the sample size is expanded from

around 1000 observations (in Etienne et al. (2016)âs research) to more than 2000.

Second, the exchange-traded funds (ETF) is used as a proxy for fertilizer prices.

The World Bank Commodity Outlook does not provide US Midwest weekly ammonia

prices nor daily frequency of fertilizer prices, thus there is a need to look for variables

that can become approximate proxy for fertilizer prices. The ETF index is selected

because it can reflect the daily performance and general price trend of the major

fertilizer suppliers, and is sensitive to price changes of related raw materials com-

modities (e.g., natural gas prices). This index seems to reflect changes in fertilizer

prices since the companyâs return is largely dependent on the productâs price, as-

suming a constant capacity in the short run. Moreover, the monthly trends regarding

monthly fertilizer prices from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) world primary

commodity database are inspected and find that the fertilizer ETF index and fertilizer

prices share a similar trend(IMF, 2021), as figure 2 and figure 3 show. Thus fertilizer

ETF is a plausible good proxy for fertilizer prices.

Lastly, the sample period is updated to include the latest date (30 November
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2021), reflecting the current price transmission mechanism and providing a timely

and practical implication.

Results obtained show several similarities and differences compared to Etienne

et al. (2016). First, results show that natural gas prices are statistically and signif-

icantly affected by their own lagged and a corn lagged term; fertilizer markets are

also statistically and significantly affected by natural gas markets. These results are

consistent with results from Etienne et al. (2016). However, the relationship between

fertilizer prices and corn prices is not found but find different results in that corn

prices and the fertilizer markets are negatively affected by the natural gas prices (Eti-

enne et al. (2016)âs results show the positive relation- ships). Third, in the long run,

fertilizer is found to be the only statistically significant parameter between adjustment

parameters. This is contrary to Etienne et al. (2016)âs results of strong statistical

significant relationships for adjustment parameters and fertilizer (ammonia) or corn.

Moreover, lagged conditional volatility of corn prices is found to affect the conditional

volatility of the natural gas market but not vice versa.

The contribution of this paper lies in two parts: First, our work contributes to

existing knowledge of price and volatility transmissions between natural gas, fertil-

izer,and corn markets by proving their relationship in recent time period. Second, we

adopt a new methodology to gather higher frequency data for fertilizer to examine

the mechanisms between these market prices in detail.

The rest of the paper organized as follows. The next section presents the recent

literature on prices relationships in different markets. Section 3 and section 4 covers

the methodology and data, respectively. Section 5 presents the results, and section 6

concludes the paper.
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1.2 Literature Review

Recent studies during the past five years of the price relationships between commodity

markets of food, energy (such as oil or natural gas), and fertilizer, can be divided into

three categories: (i) energy prices and food prices (ii) fertilizer prices and food prices;

(iii) energy prices and fertilizer prices. Previous literature has identified the price

volatility linkage between energy price, fertilizer prices, and food price (e.g., Etienne

et al. (2016)). However, more recent literature on how prices in these three markets

are linked remains sparse.

First, some recent studies have pointed out the inter commodity price volatility

transmission between energy prices and food prices, but its mechanism remains un-

clear. On the one hand, some literature points out their unidirectional relationship

and proved such relationship in the short-run and long-run, respectively. Shahnoushi

et al. (2017) showed that crude oil and gasoline prices have a significant positive

impact on food price subgroups such as cereals and meats: with the rise in Di-

Ammonium Phosphate (DAP) and Triple Superphosphate prices, the cereals, bever-

ages, and vegetable oil prices increased. Taghizadeh-Hesary et al. (2018) argued that

energy price (oil price) has a significant impact on food prices and further find out

that the shares of oil prices in agricultural food price volatility are the largest, accord-

ing to their results of impulse response functions. Similarly, Ji et al. (2018) showed

the significant risk spillovers from energy (oil and natural gas) to agricultural com-

modities (maize, rice, soybean and wheat) by measuring the conditional value-at-risk

(CoVaR) and delta CoVaR. The later research also conducted by Taghizadeh-Hesary

et al. (2019) indicates that food prices will respond positively to any shock from oil

prices. Particularly, oil price movement can explain 64.17% of food price variance.

The research from Nwoko et al. (2016) revealed a unidirectional causality with causal-

ity running from oil price to food price volatility but not vice versa. Supported their
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conclusion, Siami-Namini et al. (2019) studied volatility transmission among oil price,

exchange rate, and agricultural commodities prices and concluded that volatility in

the agricultural commodity returns for most cases is affected by the volatility of the

crude oil returns in the post-crisis period. A recent study by Dutta et al. (2021) in-

vestigated the correlation between energy price uncertainty and the Malaysian palm

oil industry during the 2014 oil price decline and the COVID-19 outbreak. They con-

cluded that oil market volatility negatively impacts palm oil prices and such impact

intensified during 2014 and the COVID-19 outbreak.

For short-run or long-run relationships, Ibrahim (2015) studied a case from Malaysia

and found that positive oil price exerts significant influences on inflation of food price

in the short run, and that there is a significant relation between oil price increases

and food price in the long run. Recent work by Radmehr and Rastegari Henneberry

(2020) found that both in the short run and long run, food prices increase in re-

sponse to an increase of energy prices. Chowdhury et al. (2021) found out that the

relationship between energy prices and food prices is nonlinear and asymmetric: in

the short run, food prices are only affected by positive changes in energy prices while

in the long run, both positive and negative changes in energy prices impact food

prices. However, Fowowe (2016) argued that structural break cointegration shows no

long-run link between energy and food prices. Meanwhile, nonlinear causality tests

show no short-run link between energy and food prices. Meyer et al. (2018) focuses

on the effects of oil price changes on food prices in oil-exporting developing coun-

tries between 2001 and 2014 and find no long-run relation between oil price reduction

and food prices. Similarly, Eissa and Al Refai (2019) adopted the nonlinear model

to explore the dynamic relationship between oil prices and agricultural commodities

(barley, corn and rapeseed oil) from 1990 to 2018 but do not find correlations in the

long-run. Roman et al. (2020) also only find the short term linkage of crude oil prices

occurred with food, cereal, and oil prices between January 1990 and September 2020.
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Conversely, Rezitis (2015) used panel VAR methods and Granger causality tests,

with results indicating bidirectional panel causality effects between crude oil prices

and international agricultural prices; as well as between US exchange rates and inter-

national agricultural prices. Su et al. (2019) investigated causalities between oil and

agricultural prices in the global market, and found a bidirectional positive causality

between oil and agricultural products prices. The evidence from De Gorter and Just

(2008) shows that different agricultural shocks can have different effects on oil price

and that corn use in ethanol plays an important role in the impact of corn demand

shocks on oil price.

Compared to the studies that explore the relationship between energy prices and

food prices, recent research on the correlations between food prices and fertilizer prices

are relatively few, despite fertilizer playing an essential role in agricultural produc-

tion. Some research highlights the important role of fertilizer prices in agricultural

commodities prices, but they arrive at mixed results. Dillon and Barrett (2016) found

a negligible effect of fertilizer prices in local maize price determination once control-

ling for changes in global maize prices. However, Ismail et al. (2017) investigated the

relationship between price volatility of food and fertilizer and found that fertilizer

prices (urea) positively and significantly affect the mean prices of some agricultural

commodities, such as rice and sugar. However, the volatility of fertilizer prices is only

transmitted on specific products, such as sunflower oil. Kalkuhl et al. (2016) used an

empirical model and conclude high fertilizer prices and price risk will substantially

decrease the global supply response to higher crop prices.

Finally, some studies explored the relationship between energy prices and fertilizer

prices. Chen et al. (2012) evaluate the effect of crude oil price on global fertilizer prices

in both the mean and volatility and show that most fertilizer prices are significantly

affected by the crude oil price while the volatility of global fertilizer prices and crude

oil price from March to December 2008 are higher than in other periods. Results
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from Sanyal et al. (2015) showed that changes in oil and natural gas prices increased

fertilizer prices from June 2007 to June 2008, suggesting that the volatility effects of

oil and natural gas prices on fertilizer prices were significant. Wongpiyabovorn (2021),

found that natural gas prices strongly influence both ammonia and urea prices during

the pre-2010 period.

1.3 Methodology

Following the methodology in (Etienne et al., 2016)âs paper, a time-series approaches

is used to examine the linkages between natural gas, fertilizer, and agricultural com-

modity prices. Several statistical properties are considered before modeling. First,

time-series data with nonstationarity properties may result in spurious regression re-

sults when using normal approaches (OLS, for instance).. Therefore, a first-order dif-

ference is applied to address the problem. Second, cointegration may appear among

nonstationary variables. Cointegration refers to nonstationary variables having a

long-run relationship. Therefore, these variables are to be modeled considering both

short-and long-run dynamics. Finally, time-varying and clustering volatility of time

series data will violate the standard regression model assumption of being indepen-

dently and identically distributed (iid). This problem is addressed with ARCH and

GARCH models.

1.3.1 The VECM-MGARCH Model

In a similar path, a vector-error correction multivariate GARCH model (VECM-

MGARCH) is considered in equation (1) in the case of cointegration, in order to

examine the price and volatility spillovers between natural gas, fertilizer, and agri-

cultural commodity prices:
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∆Pt =

p∑
j=1

βj∆Pt−j + αECTt−1 + εt (1.1)

εt|It−1 (0, Ht)

Where ∆Pt is a 3 × 1 vector, that includes the first difference of prices of natural

gas, fertilizer, and corn prices, βj is a 3 × 3 matrix of autoregressive coefficients that

models the short-run dynamics between the three markets, p is the lag length; ECT

is the error correction term that measure the three markets’ long-run relationship;

α is a 3 × 1 vector, indicating the the speed of adjustment response in long-run. εt

is a 3 × 1 vector of error term. Ht is a variance-covariance matrix of error term the

conditioning on past information It−1.

1.3.2 The BEKK Model

Next, the Baba-Engle-Kraft-Kroner (BEKK) model is used to specify the Ht. . The

advantages of adopting the BEKK model (see Baba et al., 1990 and Engle and Kroner,

1995 for example) are two parts: (i) it directly estimates the conditional covariance

matrix; (ii) it ensures the positive definiteness of the conditional covariance matrix

and reduces the dimension of the parameter vector in Ht. Equation (2) is the BEKK

model with one lag:

Ht = CC ′ + A′εt−1ε
′
t−1A + B′Ht−1B, (1.2)

where C is a 3 Ã 3 lower triangular matrix that corresponds to the constant,

εt−1ε
′
t−1 are the squared lagged errors, A is a 3 Ã 3 matrix of ARCH parameters con-

taining elements measuring the degree of innovation from one market to another, and

B is a 3 Ã 3 matrix of GARCH parameters that shows the persistence in conditional

volatility between two markets. After setting up the model, we can estimate them by

maximum likelihood procedures (see Seo, 2007 and Serra et al., 2011).
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1.4 Data

The dataset used comes from different sources, with some being the same sources as

Etienne et al. (2016). The fertilizer price is represented by the Solactive Global Fer-

tilizers/Potash Total Return Index, which tracks the performance of the largest and

most liquid listed companies globally that are active in some aspect of the fertilizer

industry. Such ETF index may reflect timely price changes of the fertilizer industry,

and be a good proxy for fertilizer prices. Besides, non-energy commodities in com-

modity index have experienced lower volatility. This data is collected from Yahoo

Finance.com. The ammonia price in the US Midwest is not used as fertilizer price

because the dataset from the World Bank Commodity Markets does not provide it at

the daily level. For agricultural market commodities, corn is considered, since it is a

dominant and common global crop and one of most reliant crops on fertilizer. Yahoo

Finance provides the history data. The natural gas prices are the rolling prices of fu-

tures contracts traded on the New York Mercantile of Exchange (NYMEX), obtained

from the Energy Information Administration (EIA). The three datasets are merged

at daily frequencies by matching the date and removing some null values. The sample

period starts from 25 May 2011 to 30 Nov 2021, since the inception date of fertilizer

ETF is 25 May 2011. There are 2,219 observations used in this study.

From Figure 1, which plots the three different prices series, we see several im-

portant patterns: First, natural gas prices show a general increase or decrease trend

during some periods before Jan 2020. This indicates an increasing trend (May 2011-

May 2012), constantly rising with some fluctuations (May 2012 - March 2014), sharply

dropping (March 2014 - January 2016), increasing again (January 2016 - November

2018) and followed by descending (November 2018- January 2020), respectively. Sec-

ond, corn prices remained relatively stable in some periods (November 2014 to De-

cember 2019), except for a boom from May 2012 to July 2012 and a drop from May
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2013 to September 2014. Thirdly, similar to natural gas price fluctuation patterns,

fertilizer prices show a increasing or decreasing patterns at certain times, such as

falling from January 2011 to January 2014; and sharply increasing from July 2018 to

November 2018.

We also observe a similar volatility pattern between fertilizer prices and natural

gas prices after 2014, which is different from findings in Etienne et al. (2016). Finally,

a significantly common upward-trending pattern is observed in natural gas and corn

prices in January 2020. Previous research has explained that such price trends for

natural gas may be the consequence of preceding warm winters; thus market players

have been less optimistic and more cautious about future investments as they had

already expected lower sales(Nyga- Lukaszewska and Aruga, 2020).

Figure 2 plots the one-month rolling coefficient of variation(standard deviation

divided by mean) for natural gas, fertilizer, and corn prices, respectively. The coeffi-

cient of variation is used to compare the volatility of these price series. After adopting

data at the daily level, several results are found to be different from Etienne et al.

(2016). First, the range of coefficient of variation was significantly smaller than from

Etienne et al. (2016). This may mean that estimates of the relationship between

different markets may reflect more accurately the volatility of prices because of daily

level data . Second, in contrast to the positive correlation of volatility of the three

prices in previous research, Figure 2 suggests that they only show correlations in a

specific period, such as November 2011 to January 2012 and January 2020 to January

2021.

For natural gas prices from December 2015 to January 2016, significant price

volatility is experienced compared to other commodities. The coefficient of variation

continued to decline during the pandemic of COVID-19. For the fertilizer price, its

coefficient of variation shows peaks in December 2019 followed by three months of

decline till March 2020. For corn prices, the coefficient of variation is stable (around
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0.005), and its range of variation is the smallest among the three markets. Meanwhile,

unlike the cornâs coefficient of variation in previous research, in this study it peaked

only in July 2013 and quickly returned to a smaller value (0.005) within a month.

Although the coefficient of corn prices fluctuates due to the pandemic, the degree of

variation is less than 0.015.

For stationarity testing, The Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron

(PP) tests are applied to the three price series. The lag length of the ADF test is

selected according to the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). All prices have been

adjusted to logarithmic scales. Results show a failure to reject the null hypothesis of

nonstationarity at the five percent significance level for any three log price series. All

prices return at first differences are stationary at the five percent significant level.

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of price returns, multiplied by 100, for each

of the three commodities. In panel (a), the average return of three commodities is

observed to be similar to each other, all being close to zero. Although natural gas has

the highest average price return, the average return difference between the natural gas

and the other two commodities is less than 0.1. In contrast to Etienne et al. (2016),

the price return of the fertilizer market is the most volatile commodity compared to

other commodities, which is consistent with the patterns observed in figure 2. Results

from the Jaque-Bera test and excess Kurtosis indicate that all return series may not

be normally distributed. The statistically significant results in panel (b) and panel

(c) are the same as the Etienne et al. (2016), which shows the rejection of the null

hypothesis that no autocorrelation for both returns and squared returns.

To determine if a potential cointegrating relationship exists, the Johansen maxi-

mum likelihood test is applied with results in Table 2. Based on AIC, a maximum lag

of 26 (26 days) is selected. Results suggest rejecting the null hypothesis of no cointe-

grating vector between three markets at the five percent significance level. However,

one cointegrating vector exists for three commodity prices as the trace statistic is
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between the five percent critical value and one percent critical value. As a result, a

vector error correction model (VECM) should be employed to account for the long-run

relationship.

1.5 Estimation Results

Table 3 provides estimation results that evaluate the extent of the price of dependency

and transmission across natural gas, fertilizer, and maize markets, using the same

approach as the VECM-MGARCH model in Etienne et al.(2016) are presented. We

choose three as the lag term based on AIC.

Panel (a) of Table 3 presents the estimated error correction term. Results suggest

that the fertilizer prices are positively correlated with corn prices. This is consistent

with the result from Etienne et al. (2016) which can be explained by the fact the

farmers have an incentive to use more fertilizer when corn prices increase. As a result,

it will increase the fertilizer demand and fertilizer prices. Besides, the negative shocks

to the supply of the raw materials of fertilizer production (e.g., oil or natural gas) can

also lead to higher fertilizer prices, resulting in lower corn production and upward

pressure on corn prices. However, fertilizer prices are negatively correlated with the

natural gas prices, which are different from the previous results of positive correlations

between fertilizer prices (ammonia price) and natural gas prices. From the estimated

parameters, in the long run, we can know that a one percent increase in corn price

and natural gas price will result in a 0.45 percent increase and 0.10 percent decrease

of fertilizer price, respectively1. By comparing the elasticity response between natural

gas and corn, corn plays a more significant role in fertilizer price, confirming previous

research results.

The last line of panel (b) in Table 3 presents long-run dynamics between the

1All prices are transformed in the logarithmic format, so the estimated parameters in long-run
are the elasticity of prices.
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three markets. First, the only statistically significant parameters are for fertilizer

prices, which is contrary to the Etienne et al. (2016) result of strong statistical

significant relation ships between adjustment parameters and ammonia and corn.

Second, fertilizer prices are found to have a much lower speed in responding to the

disequilibrium in long-run parity than the speed in Etienne et al. (2016) (0.0017

percent per day v.s. 32.6 percent per week). Third, the corn prices lack response

to the long-run equilibrium after adopting daily frequency data, which may mean

natural gas and corn commonly lead price changes in this three-commodity system

and fertilizer prices are the only one making the adjustment to the disequilibrium.

The rest of panel (b) in Table 3 presents the short-run interactions of three return

series. In column (1), natural gas price returns are significant negatively affected

by its lagged returns from itself and corn markets, but not by lagged returns in the

fertilizer market, which is in line with results from Etienne et al. (2016). In column

(2), there is a short-run significant and negative effect of natural gas prices return on

the fertilizer prices return, which is different from Etienne et al. (2016). The new

result may be because fertilizer manufacturers cannot change their original plans for

increasing production in the short run (especially in the daily horizon), so fertilizer

supply increases and fertilizer prices decrease in the short term when natural gas prices

rise in short-run. In column (3), no statistically significant correlations between corn

prices return and natural gas is found, which is consistent with Etienne et al. (2016)âs

result that natural gas prices have no impact on corn prices return. However, corn

prices seem to negatively respond to changes in fertilizer (ammonia) prices, which is

different from results in this study (e.g. no significant correlations are found). No

statistical correlations between corn prices returns and natural gas or fertilizer prices

returns are found, which may be due to some other impact from macroeconomic

factors not captured by the model.

Panel (c) of Table 3 shows the results from MGARCH estimation. The diagonal
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elements in matrix A and B measure the volatility persistence of the three markets

and how shocks originating in one market affect each oneâs conditional volatility,

respectively. In matrix A, the significant and no-zero diagonal (aii ̸= 0) terms show

the strong own volatility spillover in all three markets, which is consistent with the

results from Etienne et al. (2016). Similarly, the diagonal terms (bjj ̸= 0) in matrix B

indicates that conditional volatility significantly depends on its own lagged volatility,

consistent with the previous study.

The off-diagonal elements in two matrix panels (c) measure the cross-market

volatility dynamics. Given the BEKK formulation in equation (2), the off-diagonal

elements in matrix B measure the direct persistence of volatility. In matrix A, they

measure how the effects of lagged innovation originated from one market directly on

the other. Only b31 term is statistically significant, which means the conditional price

volatility of natural gas can be affected by the lagged volatility in corn market but

not the vice versa. This result is different from Etienne et al. (2016), where natural

gas seems to behave completely independent from the other two markets. Moreover,

shocks from natural gas fail to explain either corn or fertilizer volatility as in Etienne

et al. (2016) This illustrates the results from using daily frequency data, which iden-

tifies potential price volatility relationships between corn and natural gas markets.

Regarding the lagged innovations impact, a significant but negative effect is found

(Etienne et al. (2016)âs result is positive) from fertilizer to the corn prices since

a23 ̸= 0. However, the reverse spillover from corn to fertilizer(a32 = 0) is not found,

in similar results as Etienne et al. (2016).

To interpret and compare the results from VECM-MGARCH, figure 4 presents

the results from impulse response functions. Following the approach of Etienne et al.

(2016) and Gardebroek and Hernandez (2013), this study generates the volatility im-

pulse response functions to a shock originated in another market that increases its

conditional volatility by 1 percent. Due to daily frequency data, the longer response
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steps up to 60 periods is set. The results from impulse response functions are consis-

tent with the discussion in the previous part of this paper. Shocks generated in one

market may have slight responses but not respond in longer periods. For example,

the response of natural gas volatility to shocks from fertilizer market or corn mar-

kets are slightly influenced positively (corn markets) or negatively (fertilizer markets)

at the beginning (day 4 or day 5) but back to 0 after the peak. It shows that as

an indispensable material for production and life, natural gas price characterized as

rigidity.

Except for comparing the results with Etienne et al. (2016), we also compared

our results with several studies on the prices relationship between these three mar-

kets and found some consistencies and differences. First, our conclusion support the

result from Eissa and Al Refai (2019) that energy prices (oil prices) and agricultural

commodity prices (barley, corn and rapeseed oil) may not have long-run relation-

ship. Contrary to our finding, however, Koirala et al. (2015) show that agricultural

commodity and energy future prices are highly correlated and exhibit positive and

significant relationship. The results from Fernandez-Perez et al. (2016) and Lucotte

(2016) also show strong co-movement between oil and agricultural commodity prices

instead of the unilateral relationship in our study. In addition, our findings point out

that corn prices may be one of the factors influencing natural gas prices, which is

different from recent findings from Ferreira et al. (2022) that indicating the influence

of the other energy products price (e.g., the diesel) on natural gas prices. Second, our

result is different from Dillon and Barrett (2016) that found minor effect of fertilizer

prices on local corn price, instead, we do not find the significant impact from fertil-

izer prices on corn prices. Third, our result shows the natural gas prices has negative

impact on fertilizer prices in short-run but not vice versa, which supports the result

from Sanyal et al. (2015).
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1.6 Conclusions

In this paper, the work from Etienne et al. (2016) is revisited to determine the latest

perspective about price and volatility transmission between natural gas, fertilizer, and

corn markets. Following a similar methodology (the Vector Error Correction Model

and Multivariate Generalized Autoregressive Heteroskedasity), daily frequency data

is used, enabling to capture daily volatility between these commodities. Moreover,

the ETF index is used as a proxy for fertilizer prices. Contrary to previous findings

that fertilizer and corn prices have significant relationships and correlations between

natural gas prices and fertilizer (or corn markets), no linkage between the natural gas

prices and fertilizer prices or the fertilizer markets and corn markets during 2011-2021

are found. Additionally, fertilizer prices are found to react only to deviation from the

long-run parity. Regarding conditional volatility, the negative condition volatility

from corn markets on natural gas is found but not vice versa, and no other effects

from one market to the other are found.

This paper offers a comprehensive analysis of the association of natural gas, fer-

tilizer, and corn markets so the results have practical implications for investors and

policy makers. The short-run prices relationships showed by these three markets

enable policymakers to develop specific policies and investors to predict trends in

the prices of these commodities. Policymakers need to pay attention to the growing

volatility among the three markets, especially smallholders who may not have the

means and capacity to optimally balance their risks (Aderajew et al., 2020). Mean-

while, the price volatility transmission pattern in three markets enable policymakers

to choose to take into account about the effects of price volatility in certain markets

when formulating relevant policies. By referring such information, investors can make

appropriate investment decisions and reduce losses caused by potential risks.

Although we have some different results from the Etienne et al. (2016), we do
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not know what factors caused such a difference in results, prior to Etienne et al.

(2016)’s work, a large body of literature focused on exploring reasons for the price

transmission. For instance, Gilbert (2010) argues that the agricultural price booms

in 2006-2011 is attributed to highlight the demand from developing countries; Abbott

et al. (2008) showed that crude oil prices, exchange rates, growing demand are driving

force for increasing food price; Baek and Koo (2010) found that exchange rate play the

key roles in determining the short- and long-run movement of U.S. food prices. All of

these factors may have an explanatory role in our results, but we do not know exactly

which factors are at play. Particularly, the COVID-19 epidemic has led to intricate

price relationships in these commodity markets, making it difficult to explore the

relational movements between these markets. As a result, this will be left to future

research.

For the future work, a conceptual work on understanding the mechanism behind

the price transmission, such as supply chain issues (Lu et al., 2021; Lu and Win-

free, 2021; Reardon et al., 2021), market arrangements like the role of contracts and

insurance (Du et al., 2017), comparing the price transmission pattern of other agricul-

tural commodities in different countries(Bekkers et al., 2017) especially when price

information is sparse (Hatzenbuehler et al., 2021), as well as adoption of big data

methodologies (Lu et al., 2022) will be needed.
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Table 1.1: Descriptive Statistics of Natural Gas, Fertilizer, and Corn Returns (2011-
2021)

Natural Gas Return Fertilizers Return Corn Return

Panel (a) Summary Statistics
Observations 2,218 2,218 2,218
Mean 0.00 -0.03 -0.01
Std. Dev 3.27 6.67 1.86
Minimum -18.05 -35.66 -25.2
Maximum 19.8 40.55 8.9
Skewness 0.03*** 0.28*** -0.98***
Excess Kurtosis 6.40*** 5.99*** 17.1***
Jarque-bera 1071.21*** 856.50*** 19000***

Panel (b) Return correlation coefficients
AC(1) -0.0558*** -0.249*** 0.0277
AC(2) 0.00305 -0.286*** -0.0387**
Ljung-Box(6) 11.03** 155.62*** 13.38***
Ljung-Box(12) 21.85*** 169.10*** 19.76**

Panel (c) Squared return correlation
AC(1) 0.141*** 0.146*** 0.00963
AC(2) 0.0710*** 0.00525 0.0311**
Ljung-Box(6) 185.28*** 66.74*** 12.5**
Ljung-Box(12) 272.93*** 106.79*** 17.87

Panel (d) Unit root test results
ADF -49.73*** -60.69*** -45.76***
PP -49.79** -65.06*** -45.75***

Note: returns are calculated as log(pt/pt−1)× 100. ADF and PP stand for augmented Dickey-
Fuller and Phillips Perron tests, respectively. AC is autocorrelation coefficient. Ljung-Box is
the test for autocorrelation of the returns and squared returns series and computed with 6 and
12 lags, respectively. t-statistics denoted as ∗ ∗ ∗p<0.01, ∗ ∗ p<0.05, ∗p<0.1, respectively. âââ
denoting the rejection of the null hypotheses (normality, no autocorrelation, unit root, non-
stationarity, and conditional homoscedasticity at the 1% significance level).
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Table 1.2: Johansen Maximum Likelihood Test of Cointegrating Relation-
ship between Natural Gas, Fertilizer, and Corn Prices (2011-2021)

Maximum rank (K) Log-likelihood Eigenvalue Trace statistic 5% critical value 1% critical value
0 13058.74 35.41 29.68 35.65
1 13069.28 0.01 14.33 15.41 20.04
2 13073.91 0.004 5.09 3.76 6.65
3 13076.45 0.002

Note: the null hypothesis for each row is that the three prices have a maximum of K cointegrating
vector (measured in logrithimic format). When the trace statistic reaches the crucial value, the
null hypothesis is rejected.
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Table 1.3: VECM-MGARCH Model Estimation Results(2011-2021)

Panel (a) Error Correction Term
ECTt = .004P (NG)t − 0.048 ∗ ∗ ∗ p(Fertilizer)t + .026 ∗ ∗ ∗ p(Corn)t + 0.104

Panel (b) Vector Error Correction Model
Natural Gas(i = 1) Fertilizer(i = 2) Corn(i = 3)

∆p(NG)t−1 -0.709*** -0.0599* 0.00275
(0.0201) (0.0339) (0.0115)

∆p(NG)t−2 -0.338*** -0.0310 -0.0141
(0.0200) (0.0338) (0.0115)

∆p(Fertilizer)t−1 -0.0178 0.239*** 0.00171
(0.0205) (0.0345) (0.0117)

∆p(Fertilizer)t−2 -0.0202 0.0712*** 0.00882
(0.0126) (0.0213) (0.00722)

∆p(Corn)t−1 0.0848** -0.0113 -0.619***
(0.0351) (0.0592) (0.0201)

∆p(Corn)t−2 0.0494 0.0141 -0.330***
(0.0351) (0.0592) (0.0201)

ECTt−1 0.0113 -0.0017*** -0.00274
(0.0267) (0.0451) (0.0153)

Panel (c) Vector Error Correction Model
Ht = CC ′ + A′εt−1ε

′
t−1A + B′Ht−1B,

c1i 0.47***
(0.088)

c2i 0.975 2.41***
(0.634) (0.368)

c3i 0.142*** -0.063 0.247***
(0.072) (0.070) (0.057)

a1i 0.228*** -0.034 0.001
(0.022) (0.062) (0.009)

a2i 0.011 0.480*** -0.012**
(0.014) (0.040) (0.007)

a3i 0.058 0.015 0.202***
(0.036) (0.115) (0.021)

b1i 0.968*** 0.007 0.001
(0.006) (0.024) (0.003)

b2i -0.018 0.808*** 0.005
(0.011) (0.035) (0.004)

b3i -0.029*** 0.013 0.966***
(0.013) (0.059) (0.006)

Note: This table presents the results of the VECM-MGARCH model defined in equations
(1)â(2). Prices are measured in logrithimic format. aij and bij measure the direct impact
of lagged volatility and shocks originated in market i affect the conditional volatility in market
j, respectively. Standard deviation in parentheses. One, two and three asterisks represent sta-
tistical significance at 10, 5, and 1 percent, respectively.
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Figure 1.1: Plots of natural gas, fertilizer, and corn prices (2011-2021)

Source: Energy Information Administration and Yahoo Finance
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Figure 1.2: Exchange Traded Funds (ETF) of Fertilizer

Source: Yahoo Fiance, from Jan 02 2020 to Nov 30 2021
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Figure 1.3: Fertilizer Index

Source: International Monetary Fund Commodity Database
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Figure 1.4: Coefficient of variation for natural gas, ammonia, and corn prices
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Figure 1.5: Plot of Impulse Response Function
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Chapter 2
Collective Reputation of Online Platforms in Agri-food Live

Streaming E-commerce: Evidence from Taobao Live

2.1 Introduction

Live streaming e-commerce has emerged as a viable and rapidly growing marketing

channel for agri-food vendors in recent years. By demonstrating quality (e.g. tasting

apples and showing its pulp) and answering audience questions dynamically in real-

time video, live streaming e-commerce helps vendors sell perishable food products and

solve the quality concern caused by uncertainty in online shopping. The global live

streaming e-commerce market keeps thriving and is projected to reach $247 billion by

20271; it is expected to continue to grow steadily, accounting for $35 billion in sales

and 3.3% of all U.S. e-commerce by 20242. This promising market attracts numerous

sellers and online platforms around the world jumping on the bandwagon. We are

witnessing American entrepreneurs selling yogurt on Amazon Live, Singaporeans of-

fering fresh fish through Facebook Live, and Chinese farmers selling fresh fruits and

vegetables on Taobao Live3.

With so many online platforms and products flooding into live streaming e-

commerce, one determinant for consumers to make the decision is the collective rep-

utation. It refers to the average quality of the goods produced by a group of firms to

which an individual firm belongs(Tirole, 1993; Frick and Simmons, 2013). Except for

product collective reputation, it includes online platforms collective reputation in the

e-commerce context. For example, products from the same region are often viewed as

1https : //www.prnewswire.com/news − releases/global − live − streaming − market − is −
projected− to− reach− 247− billion− by − 2027− 301290473.html

2https : //www.retailtouchpoints.com/topics/digital − commerce/livestreaming − update −
coresight− debunks− 5− common−myths

3a live streaming platform owned by Alibaba
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a group: some food products, like Washington apples or Idaho potatoes, that come

from specific areas shares geographic labels to signal quality(Winfree and McCluskey,

2005); online platforms such as Whole Foods Market, Walmart, and Alibaba’s Tmall,

characterized as selling organic food, groceries, and brand-name goods, respectively.

Both types of collective reputation are important because they serve as a tool for

consumers to expect quality, select sellers, and decide the frequency of consumption

for a online platform in live streaming for experience goods like agri-food products,

for which consumers may not know quality prior to purchasing.

Despite the important role of two types of collective reputation, it is unknown how

collective reputation of online platforms influences agri-food live streaming revenue,

which is the question that this paper seeks to answer. On the one hand, live streaming

assists consumers in perceiving the quality of agri-food products, allowing them to

select vendor from another online platform, thus substituting the role of the collective

reputation of online platform. For example, consumers may choose to buy bread

from a relatively unknown seller on Facebook Live rather than spending time and

effort searching on Amazon because Facebook Live allows them to build the quality

expectation that ”both breads have similar quality” by showing the bread in detail

and answering any questions that consumer have. Live streaming, on the other hand,

may act as a complement to the collective reputation of online platform. While live

streaming video shows product detail and provides information that consumers want

through interactions, consumers still perceive risk (e.g. concerns about shipping time)

so they adopt the collective reputation of the online platform as one of the additional

methods of selecting sellers or products.

In this paper, we explore how the collective reputation of online platform affect

agri-food products live streaming revenue. We start by identifying the collective rep-

utation of online platforms with platform rules differences between the Tmall and

Taobao Marketplace sellers on Taobao Live. The collective reputation of online plat-
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forms comes from some platform rules and administration processes are mandatory

only for Tmall sellers while none of these are compulsory for Taobao Marketplace

sellers, which provides an ideal place to make identification. First, Tmall is a group

of quality and brand-name product coalition that shares uniform quality standards:

the prerequisite for entering Tmall is to sell brand-name or officially authorized brand

products. Second, Tmall sellers must provides quality and money-back guarantee for

products. Third, Tmall will operate as a third-party regulator of product quality,

reviewing quality and screening out sellers that do not meet the quality standard to

ensure the overall reputation. Besides, different entering barriers further filter out

companies that do not meet the qualification: Tmall sellers must pay at least $10,000

of the security deposit plus annual technology and service fee4. As a result, consumers

generally believe products from Tmall sellers have better quality and less risk than

Marketplace sellers.

Then we collect data and construct a comprehensive dataset, which includes the

daily real-time transaction records for 10 various types of fresh fruits (product price,

sales volume, the number of Thumbs up, live streaming duration, etc). We also

manually search each product’s corresponding web page and document the detailed

information of sellers and products (e.g., which online platform the seller belongs to,

products origin, etc.) to avoid potential omitted variable biased estimates. After

that, we use the fixed-effect model to control product type and origins, which can

alleviate the time-invariant effect from geographic or product type to confirm the

effect of the collective reputation of the online platform on live streaming revenue.

The result shows that collective reputation of online platform has significantly

positive impact on live streaming revenue: Tmall sellers will earn an average more

than 5,000 yuan (almost $900) per product per day than the Taobao Marketplace

sellers in live streaming, which is nearly 4 times the average revenue per product per

4https : //about.tmall.com/tmall/fee schedule?spm = 3.6635917.0.0.1dbb8f18XqZhw1#place
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day of Taobao Marketplace sellers. Intuitively, it may because collective reputation of

online platform, combined with live streaming, enables consumers to know more and

perceive less risk about product: the collective reputation of online platform further

guarantees the quality of the product and lower the risk perceived by consumers. This

implies that the collective reputation of online platform plays an important role in

live streaming, which can not be substituted by the live streaming.

Some unobservable variables, however, may lead to endogeneity problems. For ex-

ample, low product reputation may cause consumers to lower their overall evaluation

of the platform and discourage them from placing orders, which negatively impacts

live streaming revenue. Therefore, we use the security deposit (one-time fee, which is

used as collateral in the case of any damages incurred by Tmall.com or any customer)

as an instrumental variable to address the endogeneity issues5. Our instrumental vari-

able is valid because (i) security deposit is mandatory and pre-requirement for sellers

who want to enter the Tmall; (ii) the amount of security deposit is associated only

with a brand censoring status conducted by the Bureau of Industry and Commerce,

which means it wonât be affected by any other variable in our model.

The results from IV approaches show the significant greater impact of the collective

reputation of online platforms on live streaming revenue, compared to the results from

the fixed-effect model: Tmall sellers will earn an average of 7,000 yuan (roughly $

1,100) per product per day more than sellers from Taobao Marketplace, which is

nearly 6 times the average revenue per product per day from Taobao Marketplace.

The practical implication of our research for agri-food retailers is that they should

choose a platform with the higher collective reputation to lunch the live streaming

by just simply switching to a higher collective reputation online platform(Tmall).

Our contribution to the research of live streaming and collective reputation is in

the following three areas. First, we fill the research gap of existing live streaming

5https : //about.tmall.com/tmall/feeschedule?spm = 3.6635913.0.0.5bd4206ccn31vr#place
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e-commerce studies that lacking agri-food products. Second, we extend our under-

standing of the collective reputation of online platforms to a new area: live streaming

e-commerce, and show that it has a direct positive impact on live streaming revenue.

Third, we expand the indirect measurement of online platform collective reputation

by differentiating the platform’s rules.

2.2 Literature Review

2.2.1 Live Streaming e-commerce: Current Research

Previous research on live streaming e-commerce can be classified into two categories:

(i) research from the consumer side focus on factors influencing consumer engage-

ment (e.g., sent text comments) and purchasing behaviors in live streaming. They

include a social bond (such as interpersonal interactions, friendships) or structural

bonds6(Hu and Chaudhry, 2020), interactivity(Kang et al., 2021), and perceived value

by consumers in live streaming(Wongkitrungrueng and Assarut, 2018). Some research

also shows that the unique feature of live streaming, real-time interactions between

consumers and retailers, can affect consumer’s purchase intentions so that affect con-

sumers’ decision-making (Hu and Chaudhry, 2020; Xu et al., 2020; Clement Addo

et al., 2021) (ii) literature from seller’s perspective discuss strategies to increase live

streaming sales(see Chen et al. (2020); Wongkitrungrueng et al. (2020)). For example,

Wongkitrungrueng et al. (2020) proved that the combination of different live stream-

ing strategies and approaches, such as offering limited quantity or price, may boost

sales in Facebook Live.

The literature on the customer or seller side lacks real-time sales information

and agri-food products so we don’t know how exactly these strategies affect live

6defined as the value-adding services that are not available everywhere and are expensive or
difficult for consumers to obtain if they terminate the relationship
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streaming sales. Furthermore, although consumers can learn detailed information

about the product in live streaming, they may not know some features of agri-food

products like an apple’s weight or odor through the video and interaction. As a result,

the collective reputation of the online platform may be one of the factors that help

consumers make purchase decisions because it makes consumers feel less risky. But

we do not know how it impacts consumers’ behaviors thus revenue in live streaming.

Our work is based on the perspective of sellers but distinguished from previous

works by focusing on live streaming revenue, especially for agri-food products. We

show that the collective reputation of online platforms is another factor that influences

consumers’ choice behaviors thus revenue in live streaming e-commerce. Moreover,

our dataset includes complete and detailed transaction price and sales volume and

live streaming variables (e.g., live streaming duration, times of thumbs up), which is

the more accurate and direct measurement of sales.

2.2.2 Online platforms reputation in e-commerce

With the advent of e-commerce platforms such as Amazon or eBay, many online

shopping platforms introduce seller or product score ratings (ranges from 0 to 5)

to represent their reputation to reduce asymmetric information between sellers and

consumers. There are many studies discussing the important role of reputation in e-

commerce, which may also be divided into two parts: (i) research about the reputation

mechanism within the online platform to explore the correlation between product or

seller’s reputation and online sales. The evidence from Lin et al. (2006) indicates

that sellers with high reputation scores have a higher sales growth rate than sellers

with lower reputation scores. Supported Lin’s idea, Amblee and Bui (2008) conclude

that brand reputation can attract more users to view products and increase sales

and profits. (ii) studies regarding the effect of the reputation of online platforms

on consumer purchase behaviors. For instance, the result from Xiao et al. (2018)
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shows trust in online-to-offline platforms has positive impacts on consumer repurchase

intentions. Since the reputation of the online platform is difficult to measure, some

of the earlier literature used indirect measurement based on consumers’ behaviors in

the online platform. Nosko and Tadelis (2015) uses ”whether a buyer returns to eBay

to purchase again” to measure the quality of eBay as a whole.

The research of online platform collective reputation is still in the early stage

compared to the reputation system within online platforms and the role of collec-

tive reputation of the online platform in the context of live streaming e-commerce

remains unknown. Our study differs from the literature on live streaming and col-

lective reputation in e-commerce context we use indirect measurement to measure

the collective reputation of the online platform, but we utilize rules discrepancy for

two similar platforms to identify the collective reputation of online platforms and

we extend the role of collective reputation of online platforms to the context of live

streaming e-commerce.

2.3 Background

2.3.1 Taobao Live and its two types of sellers

Founded by Alibaba in 2016, Taobao Live has the lionâs share of live-streaming e-

commerce at roughly 80% in China7. Transaction values on Taobao Live reached more

than 100 billion yuan ($15.3 billion) in 2018, with a year-on-year growth rate of nearly

400%8. In 2019, agri-food products sales on Taobao Live reached 6 billion yuan ($1

billion)9. From 2019 to 2020, over 1.4 million agri-food products live streaming sales

conducted by over 60,000 farmers/sellers on the Taobao Live platform (AliResearch,

7https://www.forbes.com/sites/michellegreenwald/2020/12/10/live-streaming-e-commerce-is-
the-rage-in-china-is-the-us-next/?sh=69d8e06f6535

8http://www.aliresearch.com/ch/information/informationdetails?articleCode=132760647053217792&type
9http://www.aliresearch.com/ch/information/informationdetails?articleCode=132760647053217792&type
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2020). Taobao Live has two primary platforms(sellers): Taobao Marketplace and

Tmall, which occupy 75% of the online agri-food products market share across China10

and have many commonalities including product type, price, etc.

Two features are worth highlighting to differentiate Tmall from Taobao Market-

place. The first difference is in the entrance criteria, which are reflected in brand

requirements, security deposit, and platform operation fee. (1) Brand requirement.

Tmall requires that all Tmall sellers either own a brand or obtain brand authorization

while Marketplace sellers are not required to do so. As a result, Tmall sellers need

to develop their brands or become authorized sellers for other brands. Establishing

a brand is an insufficient condition for selling on Tmall, however, since Tmall sellers

must pass a rigorous brand evaluation implemented by Tmall. The brand evaluation,

which is a completely independent process11, involves methods for brand authoriza-

tion (e.g., verifying whether brand authorization contracts are lawful) and evaluation

of brand influence12. Even if some companies have good business performance (e.g.,

have a high-profit margin), they may not be eligible to enter Tmall due to insuffi-

cient evidence of brand influence. Tmall will also take the initiative to invite some

companies with brand influence to enter.

(2) Security deposit and operation fee. Security deposit is the one-time fee, which

is used as collateral in the case of any damages incurred by Tmall or any customer,

unfrozen upon the termination of the Tmall Service Agreement13. Tmall and Taobao

Marketplace require sellers to pay different amounts of security deposits: sellers on

Tmall are mandatory to pay a security deposit based on their brand registration

status before entering while sellers on Taobao Marketplace are not mandatory but

10http://industry.people.com.cn/n1/2019/0423/c413883-31045244.html
11Tmallâs entry requirements include company business profiles such as year established and

management structure. The independent review process here means that it is not affected by parties
or interests outside of Tmall.

12The definition and evaluation process of brand influence is confidential, but we have learned
from public channels that one of the evaluation indicators is number of times of brand in search
engines(like Google or Baidu) or the number of related news reports.

13https : //about.tmall.com/tmall/feeschedule?spm = 3.7128306.0.0.529342f9dEOJFJ#place
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encouraged to pay a minimum security deposit of 1,000 yuan ($154). For Tmall

sellers, if their brand is under censoring by the Chinese Bureau of Industry and Com-

merce, then they need to pay a security deposit of at least 100,000 yuan ($15,384),

while the security deposit for sellers holding registered brand is at least 50,000 yuan

($7,692)(Taobao, 2020b). For the platform operation fee, any individuals or compa-

nies can register as Taobao Marketplace sellers without charging but Tmall sellers

must pay substantial software service fees to launch the Tmall platform (Taobao,

2019).

The second difference relates to seller operating rules within the platform. Tmall

conducts an annual business performance evaluation once sellers have successfully

entered Tmall, which includes an assessment of sales (e.g., monthly sales must match

Tmall’s sales objectives) and customer service ratings, etc. A Tmall seller cannot con-

tinue to sell on the Tmall platform if it fails an evaluation (Taobao, 2020a). However,

Taobao Marketplace sellers are not subject to such evaluations. In addition, Tmall

sellers must sign a quality and money-back guarantee agreement for which sellers will

receive a fine of four times the transaction price if they sell the fake products, and

are also subject to delivery time agreements (Tmall sellers must ship goods within

48 hours of purchase). These agreements reduce the risk of consumers buying low-

quality products and shipping delays, respectively. Taobao Marketplace sellers do

not have such compulsory agreements. The other operation rule difference between

Tmall sellers and Marketplace sellers is the store naming rule and the specified num-

ber of products(for agri-food products, Tmall sellers need to sell at least 10 types of

products), while marketplace sellers do not have such a requirement14.

The distinct participation and operating rules between Taobao Marketplace and

Tmall sellers provide an ideal setting to explore the role of the collective reputation

of the online platform in agri-food live streaming. Consumers will typically believe

14https://service.tmall.com/support/tmall/knowledge-4781237.htm?spm=a223k.8006297.
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that Tmall products are of higher quality and better after-sale service than those

sold on Taobao Marketplace. Despite the differences in entry barriers and operations

rules between Taobao Marketplace and Tmall, users can access any live streaming

room for free. Additionally, consumers do not know whether it is a Tmall or Taobao

Marketplace seller when selecting a live streaming room/portal until clicking on the

âproduct detailsâ icon in live streaming video.

2.3.2 Agri-food Live Streaming: An Example From Taobao

Live

Consumers follow four steps to purchase agri-food goods in live streaming: (1) search

for products, (2) select and enter the live streaming room, (3) watch the live streaming

videos and interact with sellers in real-time, and (4) place orders. To illustrate the

agri-food live streaming shopping experience, we provide an example of purchasing

apples in Taobao Live. Figure 1 describes the general process that leads from product

searching through to purchasing within Taobao Live. Figures 2 to Figures 5 provide

a graphic illustration of each step.

[Figure 1: Customer Decision Making Process in Live Streaming]

Step 2: Selecting and enter a live streaming room/portal. Customers will see

a dashboard that offers a variety of fresh fruit seller live streaming room ”business

cards” after launching the app on their phones and searching for a product or category

such as ”fresh fruit” as shown in Figure 215. A live streaming room âbusiness cardâ

includes three types of basic information: (1) the number of customers who are cur-

rently watching the live streaming, (2) room/portal name, and (3) product pictures

with a brief description (e.g., delicious, imported Vietnamese pineapple). Customers

15Customers can watch the live streaming on the computer as well, but the mobile app is officially
recommended by Taobao as the viewing experience is better
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can either choose one of the live streaming rooms or pull down to refresh the current

page to get a new set of live streaming room recommendations, which they can do

until they find a satisfactory room/portal. While watching the live streaming, if the

product in the current live streaming room does not meet their demands, they can

exit the room at any moment and return to the search dashboard to choose another

room.

[Figure 2: Relevant Agri-food Products Live Streaming Rooms]

Step 3: Interacting with the streamer while watching live streaming. Figure 3

illustrates the experience of watching the live streaming after entering the seller room.

Consumers will find several types of information on the live streaming page, including

the product price, discounts and comments proposed by other consumers who are

now watching the live streaming. Consumers can communicate with the streamer by

texting in the âchat boxâ, and the seller can provide general or personalized answers

in response. For example, some consumers may want to know the delivery time, while

others are concerned with product taste. To express their concerns, they can type

the text of their thoughts, which appear in the chatbox, and all other customers in

the live streaming room will see. Meanwhile, the streamer answers the customer’s

request or queries orally in the video or by text. Figure 3 shows an example in which

one consumer inquired about the apple’s flavor (consumer A) while another inquired

about the number of apples supplied per order (consumer B). The streamer responded

to consumer A’s question by taking a bite of an apple and describing its taste, and

to consumer B’s question by showing the packaging case with the contents displayed

on it live on the video.

[Figure 3: Watching the live streaming videos and interacting with the streamers]

Step 4: Placing the order. Once consumers have learned enough information about

apple and decide to place the order directly then they can click ”buy now” on the live
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streaming room page as Figure 4 shown. On the other hand, consumers who want to

learn more about apple than what is shown in the live streaming room can click the

”apple picture” (Figure 3), which takes the consumer to a new transaction page with

information including the product’s past customer reviews, the seller’s information

(such as service rating), and other information (shown in Figure 5). When viewing

the ”product details” web page, the live streaming video is available through the

mini window. Finally, like shopping on Amazon or eBay at the payment page, the

consumer only needs to fill in the zip code, address, and contact information, and

then pay with Alipay16 to complete the transaction(Not shown here).

[Figure 4: Transaction page in the live streaming room]

[Figure 5: Transaction page on ”product details” web page]

16A third-party mobile and online payment app developed by Alibaba
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2.4 Data

We collected daily live streaming sales data from a professional third-party database

(which contains millions of live streaming transaction records) and sellers and prod-

ucts information from product web pages (including Taobao Marketplace and Tmall

sellers) to conduct the empirical analysis that determines the impact of the collective

reputation of the online platform on revenue. We then merged the two datasets by

matching the seller’s name (or store name) to obtain the dataset used in the regres-

sion analysis. The first dataset contains live streaming information of 10 different

kinds of fresh fruits with the highest total live streaming sales from June 1, 2020,

to February 28, 2021. The second dataset consists of the live streaming seller and

product information within the same time period.

We focus on fresh fruits live streaming for three reasons. First, fresh fruit sales may

benefit more from live streaming to reduce costs than processed product sales. Fresh

fruits, such as pears, have a significantly shorter shelf life than dry, processed agri-

foods, such as canned pears, and hence the costs of inventory management, including

the risk of quality degradation over time, are higher for fresh than for processed

products. As a result, fresh fruit sellers are more likely to adopt live streaming to sell

fruits quickly and save costs. Second, fresh fruit producers (farmers) participate in the

sales without processing so they can directly communicate with consumers and reduce

their uncertainty. Compared to relying on live streaming agents(or intermediary

sellers) to sell products, farmers can directly participate in the sales process and

answer consumer questions in more detail. Third, we found missing values in other

agri-food product categories (e.g., fresh vegetables, meat) across the platforms. For

example, we found pork or aquatic products records from Tmall sellers but no such

records from Taobao Marketplace sellers. The fresh fruits data is relatively complete,

hence we focus on fresh fruits.
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2.4.1 Live Streaming Data

Live streaming revenue in our dataset refers to the sum of the volume of all products

sold in live streaming multiplied by their transaction price (yuan) from the beginning

to the end of the observation period. We focus on the live streaming revenue, though

sellers make sales via multiple channels (e.g., via the website outside of when the

live streaming occurs) within the observation period. The database shows the live

streaming sales volume directly, so we sorted the fresh fruit live streaming sales volume

from June 1, 2020, to February 28, 2021, and selected the top 10 different kinds of

fresh fruits to obtain the dataset. Sales volumes that were outliers were dropped from

the sample17.

The first independent variable that was determined to likely influence live stream-

ing revenue was ”live streaming duration”, a measure of the time length (in hours) of

live streaming on a given day. This is because the longer the live streaming lasts, the

more consumers are likely to come and watch the streaming and shop thus increasing

revenue. Live streaming duration is the sum of the time length of the product in live

streaming. For example, if the same apple product is offered in three different live

streaming rooms, the product’s live streaming duration is the total of the time the

product was actively sold in those three rooms. Records with 0 live streaming hours

throughout the observation period were removed since the seller was not selling via

live streaming on those days.

The second independent variable was the number of âThumbs upâ. It refers to

the number of people that hit the ”Thumbs up” button from the beginning to the

end of the live streaming session (notice that repeated ”like” button clicks for the

same account are not permitted). This is comparable to the number of ”likes” a

Twitter post receives. During live streaming, we employ ”thumbs up” to assess the

engagement between the audience and the streamer(Seo et al., 2019). It’s also the

17Note that such exclusions did not impact our empirical results
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evaluation of how the audience feels about the product, the seller, or the live streaming

content(Phua and Ahn, 2016).

2.4.2 Sellers and products information

Although the first dataset provides us with comprehensive live streaming sales infor-

mation, it lacks seller and product information, which are also important for explain-

ing revenue. For example, agri-food productsâ origins (like the Florida oranges) are

essential information regarding product collective reputation, which can affect con-

sumer choices (Tirole, 1996; Winfree and McCluskey, 2005; Ostrom, 2010). Therefore,

we manually collected seller and products information, including security deposits,

sellersâ service ratings, and product origin, to construct the second dataset.

We first manually collected the origin of each product on the product detail page

to control for the effect from the product collective reputation. The origin information

includes province and county for products produced within China. Imported fruits

(such as mangoes imported from Vietnam) are designated by country.

The second independent variable was the dynamic service rating (DSR) score,

which is the service rating on the product detail page. The DSR is a dynamic rating

that measures how satisfied customers are with a seller’s customer service, incorporat-

ing factors like response time to customer requests and professionalism in addressing

concerns. The DSR is calculated by both Tmall and Taobao Marketplace platform,

which has the same calculation methods. We chose the rating on February 28, 2021,

as the typical DSR for each seller because we were unable to get historical data on

the DSR throughout time.

Thirdly, we add a variable to differentiate the Tmall and Taobao Marketplace

platforms. To find the seller’s platform attributions, we studied the naming rule of

sellers across the platform. Tmall has unique and compulsory naming rules for its
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sellers, whose names must be suffixed with âFlagship Store18â, âSpecialty Store19â or

”Authorized Store20” while the Taobao Marketplace sellers are not permitted to use

such keywords as part of their store name(Taobao, 2013). By filtering the store name

suffix, we can identify the seller’s type. There is no naming rule requirement for live

streaming room names for both Tmall sellers and Taobao Marketplace sellers, but

Taobao Marketplace sellers are still not permitted to use suffixed key words that are

used by Tmall sellers as their live streaming room name.

Finally, we complete the second dataset by collecting security deposit information.

Since the amount of the security deposit is based on the brand(trademark) registration

status (e.g., whether it is a registered trademark or under censoring) and platform

rule, we obtain brand registration status for Tmall sellers via searching through an

authoritative third-party website21 to determine the amount of the security deposit.

For Taobao Marketplace sellers, we check the seller information page displayed on the

corresponding web page to find their security deposit amount.

2.4.3 Summary Statistics

Table 1 presents summary statistics after merging the two datasets by platform. The

full sample contains 9,505 live streaming records (1,538 from Taobao Marketplace

sellers and 7,967 from Tmall sellers, respectively). We can observe the following

facts.

First, Tmall sellers’ the average live streaming revenue is much higher than Taobao

Marketplace sellers. This indicates that when consumers do not know whether they

are Tmall or Taobao Marketplace sellers in live streaming, consumers are more in-

18Merchant is the brand (trademark) owner, or possesses exclusive authorization from the brand
owner when opening their storefront on Tmall.com

19Merchant sells products of two or more brands that belong to the same product category
20Merchant holds authorization documents from the brand owner to open a store on Tmall.com
21https://www.tianyancha.com/. Search on this website is similar to Google, where the company

or brand name is submitted, and the website provides the registration status of trademark: canceled
or under censoring. From this, we can determine the amount of deposit required.
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clined to place orders for products sold by Tmall sellers. This implies that consumers

appear to make their consumption choice on quality considerations associated with

different platforms. We can also observe a substantial gap between Tmall and Taobao

Marketplace sellers regarding average revenue (9,188 versus 1,279, respectively). This

disparity illustrates the important impact of reputation-related factors on live stream-

ing revenue.

Second, live streaming measurements between two platforms are similar to each

other. This is consistent with expectations because consumers are unaware of the

platform type of the seller when selecting a live streaming room. Therefore, customers

tend to focus on live streaming content before looking for information about the

seller’s type on the ”product details” web page. The Taobao Marketplace sellers and

Tmall sellers had almost the same average number of audience members (6.7 versus

6.5) and live streaming duration (11 versus 15). These two results show that the

consumers in our sample may not have selection bias. That is, the relatively greater

revenue for Tmall sellers may not be due to consumers intentionally choosing to watch

the live streaming from Tmall sellers. Furthermore, Taobao Marketplace sellers have

twice the number of âthumbs upâ of Tmall sellers (13.1 versus 6.5), which shows that

Taobao Marketplace sellers may have better interactions than Tmall sellers. Despite

this, it appears that more interactions may not narrow the revenue gap between two

online platforms.

Third, the average security deposit of Tmall sellers is nearly 10 times that of

Taobao sellers (83,507 versus 8,388). This is expected due to Tmallâs higher and

mandatory deposit requirements.

Fourth, the most popular products sold by Tmall and Taobao Marketplace sellers

were apples (23.7%), pears (13.8%), and dragon fruit(12.3%) regarding fruit type.

This shows that consumers are concentrated in the live streaming rooms of specific

types of fruit.
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Lastly, the average service rating of Taobao Marketplace sellers was 0.1 points

higher than that of Tmall sellers (4.69 versus 4.59), which shows that there is not a

substantial difference between the platforms regarding average consumer satisfaction.

These live streaming and seller’s information variables between Tmall and Taobao

Marketplace are similar to each other, but we can see that revenue in different on-

line platform has a significant gap, which may be explained by the different online

platform.

2.5 Empirical strategy and results

2.5.1 OLS fixed-effects model

The first model used to explain variation in live streaming revenue is OLS fixed-

effects model that controls for fruit type and origin fixed effects. The fruit type

and origin fixed effects enable us to alleviate bias and endogeneity problems caused

by unobservable time-invariant fruit and origin characteristics that are difficult to

account for given available data. For example, the taste of apples will not change in a

short period and even if the brands are different there will be no obvious differences in

the taste of the same type of apples. Furthermore, agri-food products that have the

same origin may share benefits from collective reputation (Winfree and McCluskey,

2005) while it will not change in a short time. By using a fixed-effects model, we can

control the effect from such factors even though these variables are not included in

the dataset. The following equation (1) illustrates the baseline model:

yijt = β0 + β1 ∗ Tmalli + β ∗ C ′
ijt + µj + ϵijt (2.1)

where yijt is the live streaming revenue of the seller i ’s fruit type j at time t ; Tmalli

is the platform indicator, which equals to 1 if it is the seller from Tmall, and 0 for
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sellers from Taobao Marketplace .

C ′
ijt denote the live streaming control variable vector, which includes Priceijt,

ThumbsUpijt and LiveDurationijt. These variables are the average transaction

prices, recorded ”thumbs ups”, and live streaming duration and for seller i′s live

streaming product j at time t. We choose price as a control variable because it is the

main product value information. The rest of variables are used to control for differ-

ences in live streaming across firms such live streaming time length (LiveDurationijt)

and quality of interactions (ThumbsUpijt)(see Li and Peng, 2021). ServiceRatingi is

used for controlling time-invariant seller’s service effects (e.g., customer service may

not change in the selected period but still affects the purchase intention). µj is the

fruit type and origin fixed effect (here we construct the interactions to capture this

effect); β0 is a constant term, and ϵijt is a random error.

Table 2 presents the regression results for the baseline OLS model. We estimated

four types of regression equations. All equations contain the fixed effect of fruit type

and origin interaction and each of the four regressions had one additional control

variable added from the previous one. We showed the regression results with an in-

creasing number of control variables such that the column number (1 to 4) represents

the number of control variables in each estimated regression model. Overall, we ob-

served that Tmall is significantly (p < 0.01) and positively (+) associated with greater

live streaming revenue across all models. The results imply that sellers on Tmall will,

on average, earn from 4,783 yuan ($735) to 5,611 yuan ($865) per product per day

more than sellers on Taobao Marketplace while holding other variables constant.

We can draw some preliminary conclusions from Table 2. First, the results from

the model with all controls (column 4) show that Tmall sellers have much higher

mean revenues per product per day than Taobao Marketplace sellers (5,611 yuan

versus 1,279 yuan). Although the estimates of the Tmall effect continue to change

across models, the changes are within a range of one unit of standard error, which
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shows that online platform and revenue have a generally stable relationship. Second,

the R2 improves greatly (by over 10%) from the model that only includes price as

the control (column 1) to the model that also adds live streaming duration (column

2). This indicates that live streaming related variables are important for explaining

liver streaming revenue variation. Third, the R2 increases from 0.05 (column (1)) to

0.20 (column (4)), which suggests that model explanatory efficiency improves after

accounting for more control variables.

2.5.2 IV estimation

Some unobservable variables may correlate with Tmalli and revenue thus relationship

between the collective reputation of platform and revenue may have endogeneity

issues. For example, Tmall rules require sellers to sell at least 10 types of products,

but no such requirement for Taobao Marketplace sellers. Therefore, the number

of products sold correlates with the seller’s type, and under the assumption that a

greater number of products sold is associated with higher revenue, an endogeneity

issue emerges. To solve for endogeneity problem, we adopt the security deposit as an

instrumental variable. Here we focus on discussing the validity of the security deposit

as an instrumental variable.

A good instrument will be strongly correlated with the endogenous regressor, in

our case Tmalli, and uncorrelated with the error term ϵijt. First, the security deposit

must correlate with the endogenous variable (Tmalli). As the Tmall rule indicates,

sellers who wish to enter Tmall must pay the security deposit, which is a mandatory

prerequisite imposed by Tmall. So security deposit correlates with Tmall by platform

rules definition thus meets the association condition. Second, the security deposit

needs to meet the exclusion restriction. According to the official Tmall platform

rules, the amount of security deposit is only associated with the brand registration

status and does not depend on any other variables such as brand influence or number
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of required sold products in Tmall. So the security deposit cannot affect the revenue

through unobservable variables, and thus satisfies exclusion restriction.

The following two-stage equations were designed to account for the instrumental

variable effects in the first stage, and then re-estimate the fixed effects regression with

the estimated values for Tmall from the first stage regression included along with the

same controls and fixed effects in the second stage. Equation (2) is to illustrate our

first-stage estimation, where Tmalli is instrumented by Depositi. We then include

the estimation results from the first stage ˆTmalli into the second stage with the same

live streaming controls as in the OLS model.

Tmalli = α0 + α1 ∗Depositi + α ∗ C ′
ijt + ξj + ηijt (2.2)

yijt = β0 + β1 ∗ ˆTmalli + β ∗ C ′
ijt + µj + ϵijt (2.3)

Table 3 shows IV regression results, where panel A and panel B show the sec-

ond stage and first stage results, respectively. Panel A suggests that Tmall has a

statistically significant (p < 0.01) and positive (+) relationship with revenue. The

estimated effect is much greater than the estimate from the OLS model. This may

be because some unonservable variables like the seller reputation that makes up the

collective reputation of online platform correlates with security deposit: seller with

higher reputation is more likely to enter Tmall and thus need to pay a large amount

of security deposit; Taobao Marketplace seller with high reputation also tends to pay

the security deposit to ensure their reputation. As a result, the OLS results in Table

2 are downward biased (from 7,059 to 5,611).

The results displayed in column (2) to column (4) show that sellers on Tmall would

earn an average of over 5,000 yuan ($769) more than sellers from Taobao Marketplace,

which allowed Tmall sellers to grow their revenue to 5 times the average revenue per

product per day of Taobao Marketplace sellers.
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Panel B indicates the regression results of the first stage. β1 in the first stage is

statistically significant (p < 0.01) with a standard error close to 0. The model that

accounts for all control variables in column (4) has an R2 value of 0.8, which is the

highest among all models. These results confirm the association between the Deposit

and Tmall. This is strong evidence that deposit can be used as an instrumental

variable for Tmall.

2.6 Discussion & Limitation

2.6.1 Discussion

We attribute the substantial live streaming revenue gap to the collective reputation

differences of online platforms. Live streaming may substitute the role of collective

reputation for products, but the collective reputation of online platforms appears to

predominate in consumers’ choice in agri-food products because it not only offers

quality and after-sale warranty that consumers care about but also guaranteed de-

livery time. In our case, Tmall provides consumers with such services that Taobao

Marketplace sellers are not required. So consumers would believe that products from

Tmall are more reliable in terms of quality and after-sales support, hence are less

risky to purchase. Although customers have access to as much product information

as possible in live streaming, such knowledge does not alleviate their concerns about

product quality and other aspects. As a result, even Taobao Marketplace sellers have

a longer live streaming duration and more interactions than Tmall sellers as shown in

Table 1, consumers are still hesitant to purchase in Taobao Marketplace store, which

generates a revenue gap. Our results confirm the reputation that enables economic

agents to credibly offer warranties are important for explaining consumer purchase

behavior(Fafchamps et al., 2008).

Second, positive externality of online platforms further widens the live streaming
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revenue gap between sellers on two platforms. This may be because the collective rep-

utation of the platform has a positive impact on all products, which makes consumers

more willing to buy them. Previous research proves that the collective reputation of

the online platform has a positive externality on consumer’s purchase decision(Nosko

and Tadelis, 2015). In our case, the collective reputation of Tmall about the prod-

ucts quality and after-sales service makes consumers less concerned about all types

of fruits in Tmall and reduces their search cost so they are more willing to purchase.

Even it is a less well-known brand on the Tmall platform, as long as the product

comes from Tmall, like apples from Washington State or red wine from Bordeaux,

then consumers may consider it to be of higher quality and better after-sales service.

So that consumers are willing to buy all products from Tmall rather than Taobao

Marketplace for the same type of fruits then increase the sales of the entire category

of fruits for Tmall sellers.

Third, our results mean that consumers value the service provided by the plat-

form based on the fact that consumers are willing to consume agri-food products on a

certain platform with a higher reputation. It has practical implications for platform

designers and retailers. On the one hand, online platform rule designers can protect

consumers’ welfare while increasing seller’s revenue by developing mandatory quality

and after-sales service-related regulations. In our case, although Taobao Marketplace

seller has the promise of quality or after-sales service as well, it is not mandatory like

Tmall. In other words, it is the mandatory enforcement of the platform rules that

protects the consumer’s welfare and makes consumers less risky to purchase. Besides,

building an entrance barrier not only filter company with bad operation performance

but also helps to preserve the platform collective reputation, which may have a pos-

itive influence on customer purchasing behavior. On the other hand, for small and

medium-sized enterprises who can not afford to be a member of higher reputation

platform, signing product quality or after-sales agreements with the platform or mar-
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ketplace even if they are not mandatory, and displaying them during live streaming

may help consumers trust more in their products and increase their revenue.

Lastly, our results help agri-food vendors to measure whether the benefits are

worth the costs of entering into higher collective reputation platforms. In our case,

sellers on Tmall need to pay a large amount of security deposit and their operation

fee is high. Even so, the live streaming revenue from the high collective reputation of

the platform may offset this part of the cost. Our research provides decision-making

references for sellers who intend to adopt live streaming to sell goods to measure the

cost and benefit of entering the higher collective reputation platform.

2.6.2 Limitations

There are several limitations of this study. First, our dataset is limited to live to

stream, which means that we cannot compare the effects on sales from before and

after the adoption of live streaming. This issue relates to the business strategy among

small or medium-sized firms regarding whether to adopt live streaming. Answering

this question is left to future research.

Second, we cannot distinguish the effect from brand reputation or streamer’s repu-

tation on revenue. Tmall is a gathering platform for various brands(like a department

store, but online). Consumers may buy products on Tmall because of their prefer-

ence for the specific brand. Similarly, consumers may buy some products because

they prefer a certain streamer (e.g., they are the fans of a celebrity). Future scholars

can explore the ways to separate different sources of reputation-related effects.

Third, our research is limited to e-commerce platforms like Taobao Live. We

don’t know what role of collective reputation plays in social media live streaming like

Facebook Live, and the difference between these platforms. Social media expands

the spectrum of reputation risks and boosts risk dynamics(Aula, 2010), while the

professional e-commerce live streaming platforms may not have the same effect thus
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generating different effects on seller’s revenue. Future research can compare the role

of the collective reputation of online platforms in a different types of live streaming

platforms to find out a way to increase sales.

2.7 Conclusion

Live streaming is an emerging sales channel for agri-food products and we still do

not know the mechanisms that increase agri-food live streaming revenue. We use a

series of the platform rules of two platforms on Taobao Live to identify the collective

reputation of online platforms and study its role in explaining the live streaming

revenue gap. We use the fixed-effect model that controls for fruit type and origin to

estimate the impact of the collective reputation of the online platform on revenue.

Specifically, we use the security deposit as an instrumental variable to address the

endogeneity problem and the unique feature of the security deposit (which is pre-

requirement of entering Tmall and no correlations with other variables) proves its

validity. Agri-food vendors on a higher collective reputation had an average of 7,059

yuan ($1,086) more live streaming revenue per product per day than those selling on

the lower collective reputation of platform, based on results from the second stage

regression.

Our results have valuable and practical implications for agri-food retailers. Par-

ticularly, the online platform’s collective reputation is critical for increasing revenue

in agri-food live streaming. As a result, small and medium-sized agri-food businesses

who want to increase revenue by live streaming should consider becoming a seller on

a well-known collective reputation platform.

Our contribution to food marketing and consumer choice research is that we pro-

vide empirical evidence of the collective reputation of the online platform that can

positively influence consumers’ purchasing behavior and its important role in live
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streaming e-commerce. Admittedly, our analysis was limited to 10 types of fresh

fruits, and we only control the live streaming duration and thumbs up. However, we

used the fixed effects model as well as an instrumental variables approach to obtain

accurate estimation and achieve our primary goal, which was to answer the role of the

collective reputation of the online platform in live streaming. Since agri-food prod-

ucts live streaming research is still in the initial stage, many other valuable topics

can be explored in future research. For example, the live streaming revenue may vary

for different types of agri-food products. Future researchers can collect data from a

wider range of types of agri-food products to explore which type of agri-food products

revenue will increase most in live streaming and expand on the findings of our study.
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Figure 2.1: Customer Decision Making Process in Live Streaming
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Table 2.1: Summary Statistics
Variables Taobao Marketplace Sellers Tmall Sellers Total

(N=1,538) (N=7,976) (N=9,505)

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Outcome variables
Revenue (yuan) 1,279 14,381 9,188 55,858 7,908 51,547

Explanatory variables
Live Streaming Duration (Hours) 11 12 15 18 14 17
Audience (10k viewers) 6.7 9.2 6.5 78.7 6.5 72.1
ThumbsUp (10k times) 13.1 28.4 6.5 62.2 7.5 58.2
Sellerâs Service Rating 4.7 0.1 4.6 0.1 4.6 0.1

Instrumental variables
Deposit (yuan) 8,388 17,095 83,507 25,073 71,352 36,600

Fruit Type
Apple 395 (25.7%) 1,861 (23.4%) 2,256 (23.7%)
Coconut 153 (10.0%) 444 (5.6%) 597 (6.3%)
Dragonfruit 212 (13.8%) 961 (12.1%) 1,173 (12.3%)
Jujube 64 (4.2%) 271 (3.4%) 335 (3.5%)
Kiwi 80 (5.2%) 766 (9.6%) 846 (8.9%)
Lemon 158 (10.3%) 574 (7.2%) 732 (7.7%)
MandarinOrange 145 (9.4%) 673 (8.4%) 818 (8.6%)
Mango 105 (6.8%) 356 (4.5%) 461 (4.9%)
Passionfruit 44 (2.9%) 936 (11.7%) 980 (10.3%)
Pear 180 (11.7%) 1,127 (14.1%) 1,307 (13.8%)
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Figure 2.2: Agri-food Products Live Streaming Rooms
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Figure 2.3: Watching the live streaming videos and interacting with the streamers
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Figure 2.4: Transaction page within live streaming room
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Figure 2.5: Transaction page within product detailed page
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Table 2.2: OLS Fixed Effect

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Variables Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue

Tmall 4,783** 6,775*** 4,990*** 5,611***
(1,967) (1,819) (1,809) (1,860)

Price 155.0*** 94.52*** 69.50** 60.11*
(32.65) (30.22) (30.02) (30.73)

ThumbsUp 332.2*** 326.6*** 326.0***
(8.284) (8.223) (8.235)

Live Duration 393.0*** 394.5***
(30.48) (30.49)

Service Rating 7,516
(5,258)

Constant -3,863 -12,985 -14,448 -48,707
(29,153) (26,949) (26,717) (35,889)

N 9,505 9,505 9,505 9,505
R-squared 0.049 0.187 0.201 0.202
Fruit Type*Origin
Dummy

YES YES YES YES
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Table 2.3: IV Regression

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Variables Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue

Panel A: Two-Stage Least Squares

Tmall 4,157 7,893*** 4,968** 7,059***
(2,590) (2,396) (2,387) (2,424)

Price 157.3*** 90.31*** 69.58** 53.90*
(33.14) (30.67) (30.45) (31.33)

ThumbsUp 332.3*** 326.6*** 326.1***
(8.254) (8.194) (8.204)

Live Duration 393.1*** 392.9***
(30.42) (30.42)

Service Rating 8,472
(5,336)

Constant -3,938 -12,854 -14,451 -52,901
(29,044) (26,847) (26,613) (36,034)

Observations 9,505 9,505 9,505 9,505
R2 0.049 0.187 0.201 0.202
Type*Origin Dummy YES YES YES YES

Panel B: First Stage for Tmall

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Variables Tmall Tmall Tmall Tmall

Security Deposit 6.96e-
06***

6.96e-
06***

6.95e-
06***

8.05e-
06***

(6.19e-08) (6.19e-08) (6.22e-08) (7.00e-08)
Price 0.00317*** 0.00317*** 0.00316*** 0.00248***

(0.000109) (0.000109) (0.000109) (0.000107)
ThumbsUp 9.13e-06 7.95e-06 -3.02e-05

(3.07e-05) (3.07e-05) (2.94e-05)
Live Duration 8.15e-05 8.10e-05

(0.000114) (0.000109)
Service Rating 0.641***

(0.0215)
Constant -0.116 -0.116 -0.116 -3.043***

(0.0998) (0.0998) (0.0998) (0.137)
Observations 9,505 9,505 9,505 9,505
F − stat 475 469 462 512
R2 0.782 0.782 0.782 0.801
Type*Origin Dummy YES YES YES YES
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Chapter 3
”Pictures are for reference only?” A large-scale photo

content analysis in restaurant reviews

3.1 Introduction

With the development of consumer-generated restaurant review sites such as Yelp.com

and OpenTable.com over recent decades, online restaurant rating (ORR) increasingly

play a pivotal role for both business owners and customers. It usually based on a

5-point scale and directly influence restaurants in terms of revenues and reservations

for business owners. For example, a half star increase will lead to 19% of reservation

increasement(Anderson and Magruder, 2012) and one-star increase in reviews leads

to a 5â9% increase in revenue for independent restaurants(Luca, 2016). Customers

refer rating to help them expect quality and make dining decision. In fact, 80 % of

customers tend to use a rating filter when searching for a restaurant1. The potential

consumers may perceive a lower rating as a sign of poor restaurant quality or low

popularity, and this would almost certainly impact their decision-making process(Ha

et al., 2016).

While research on the factors influencing ORR has been highlighted in many ar-

eas, little research related to photo content analysis and ORR. A number of studies

focus on text mining identified various elements or attributes that influence ORRs,

such as food, service, context, price, and atmosphere(e.g., Gan et al. (2017)); text

comment sentiments(e.g., Tian et al. (2021); Liu et al. (2022)), and geographical

neighborhood(Hu et al., 2014). Compared to text review analysis, existing studies

pay less attention to photo contents and have failed to explore the valuable infor-

mation conveyed by business owner and customers’ photo content, which focus on

1https://www.reviewtrackers.com/blog/restaurant-star-rating/
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the number of user-generated photos on review helpfulness and enjoyment instead of

photo content(Hlee et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2017a).

Furthermore, the impact of photo content differences between customers and busi-

ness owners on rating remains unknown. On the one hand, photos taken by business

owners and other consumers in online platforms are important references for forming

consumerâs quality expectation, which, in turn, affect customer satisfaction, trust,

and behavioral intentions in the restaurant context(Cai and Chi, 2021). Two-thirds of

avid restaurant customers say that they browse food pictures on social media and 75%

of them pick a place to eat based on their evaluations of the pictures(Miller, 2021). On

the other hand, how far the reality is apart from the expectation determines customer

satisfaction and other post-consumption behaviors(Pizam and Milman, 1993; Burton

et al., 2009), like their rating behaviors. Photos taken by customers reflect their ac-

tual perception of dining experience and preferences. Therefore, we still do not know

how the different magnitudes of the expectancy disconfirmation between promotional

photos by the business owners and actual consumption experience (reflected in the

photos taken by customers) influence their rating behaviors and restaurant rating.

Our study seek to address the following important questions by digging deeply

into photo content and understanding these questions provides business owners or

managers with insights into customer’s dining experience and their rating behav-

iors. (i) What are the major themes captured in customerâ photos? (ii)What are

the differences between the projected photo in the promotional photos of restaurant

managers and the perceived photo reflected in the photos of customer’s? (iii) How

does this photo content differences in different themes affect the online restaurant

rating? and in which direction? (iv) Which themes differences contribute most to

affect the restaurant rating?

To answer the questions above, we first utilized a web crawler to collect 343,337

photos (4,4316 for business owners, 338,095 for customers) from 303 restaurants in
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Las Vegas between July 7, 2005, and March 14, 2022. In the first of part analysis, we

adopt the Google Vision API to recognize the photo content of each photo content

automatically. Then we identify the latent topic of each photo by building the Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) modeling to answer the first question. In response to from

the second to fourth questions, we calculate the photo content differences between

business owners and customers for each restaurant based on framework by Ren et al.

(2021). Finally, we merged the photo content different restaurant rating by unique

business id, date, and rater’s name. We conducted the OLS fixed-effect model to

explore their relationship with restaurant ratings.

Results from the LDA model show that topics for all photos can be categorized

into five interpretable topics: Ambiance, Dishes, Dessert & sweets, Protein Food,

and Drinks & Drinkware. We find that photo content differences between business

owners and customers in Dishes, Dessert & sweets, and Protein Food are positively

associated with the restaurant rating. Differences in protein foods have the largest

impact on restaurant ratings compared to other topics. This supports the conclusion

by Zhang and Luo (2022), which shows that the proportion of food photos has the

largest positive association with restaurant survival.

This paper makes two main contributions: first, our study fills the gap of lacking

empirical evidence of the impact of photo content differences on rating in existing

online restaurant review literature. To best of our knowledge,our paper is the first

to adopt the visual recognition tool combining the topic modeling with an economic

methodology to demonstrate photo content differences impact on restaurant rating;

second, this paper has profound implications for business owners or managers that

provide them with insights into consumerâs experience and preferences, which are use-

ful for developing effective marketing strategies and online visual contents to attract

future customers.
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3.2 Background

3.2.1 Photo analysis in online restaurant reviews

Restaurant experiences are shared not only through related text descriptions but also

through images of the food, drinks, or the restaurant environment that cannot be

neglected(Yang et al., 2017b). With the easy access to the photos in online plat-

forms, details of the product (e.g., food) are often provided in a picture, prompting

customers to build a concrete expectation(Gerten and Topolinski, 2019). Previous

studies regarding the image in online restaurant reviews focus on the number of pho-

tos instead of its content. For instance, Hlee et al. (2019) collected data from Yelp

and found that the number of review photos positively affected review usefulness and

enjoyment. This effect was stronger for casual restaurants than for luxury restau-

rants. The development of computer vision systems has provided increased flexibility

and further automation options to researchers, thereby helping them find defects,

sort products, and complete tasks faster and more efficiently than humans alone ever

could (Tzimiropoulos and Pantic, 2017).

Recent years have seen a growing number of literature that employ image mining

techniques in the context of online restaurant reviews to investigate the effects of

visual content. For example, Yang et al. (2017a) combined review length and review

readability with images of the physical environment, food, and beverages. They

find that both aspects of imagery format (physical environment images and food and

beverage images) positively relate to review enjoyment. In contrast, the review length

and food and beverage images are the most critical factors affecting review usefulness

and enjoyment. Lin et al. (2019) took one step further; they combined both text

mining and image mining to investigate the similarity between textual-visual contents,

which is the major factor in determining review usefulness but not review enjoyment.
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Zhang and Luo (2022) expand their photos sample size from Yelp to 755,758 and

further explore the relationship between photo attributions (e.g., brightness), content,

and restaurant survival. Their results show that the informativeness of photos (e.g.,

the proportion of food photos) relates more to restaurant survival than photographic

attributes (e.g., composition; brightness). In addition to the online platform like Yelp

as the data source, Klostermann et al. (2018) focused on consumption experiences and

collected 10,325 Instagram posts and images with the hashtag #mcdonalds, then used

Google Could Vision API to identify 20 image clusters grouped into superordinate

areas (e.g. fast food, illustrations, outdoor, selfies) that describe unique contents and

contexts included in consumersâ created messages.

Yet research on the impact of specific photo content on rating in online reviews

is rare. The purpose of our study is to fill this gap by exploring the effect of food

photo type (process- vs. outcome-focused) in online restaurant reviews on customersâ

purchase intention.

3.3 Data

We follow the road map (Figure 3.1) to answer the research question. As Figure 3.1

shows, we first develop a web crawler to get the original pixel of photos of restaurants

in Las Vegas from Yelp.com and store them on a local disk by business id2. Next,

photo content labels are obtained automatically by uploading all photos into Google

Cloud Vision API. Google Cloud Vision API recognizes all photos and returns all

photo labels as a format of the label; they a confidence score, and we store them as

excel files by business ID. After that, we combine all excel files into a single file to ob-

tain the raw dataset for photos. Then, we adopt the Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA)

for identifying the latent topics of all photos after pre-processing the dataset. Finally,

we merge the photo content dataset and its corresponding restaurant information by

2The business id is a unique id that represents the restaurant name.
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matching their business ids, user names, and date. As a result, our dataset consists

of two parts: the information about the restaurant in Las Vegas on Yelp.com, and

each restaurant’s online photo content (presented as labels, including both business

owners and customers) recognized by Google Cloud Vision API.

3.3.1 Restaurant Information

The first dataset is from Tian et al. (2021), which is a panel dataset containing

business attributes of 310 restaurants in Las Vegas from 2005 to 2017. This dataset

contained business ID, restaurant name, historical rating categories (ranging from 0

to 5), and other 81 variables describing features such as whether the business has

parking, pets allowed or not, or WiFi availability.

We selected Las Vegas as a target destination for our study rather than all ten

cities in the Yelp dataset for two reasons. First, consumers are less likely to reside

in such tourist city. Therefore, they rely more on online review platforms than on

their past experiences or the experiences of other locals (Tian et al., 2021). As a

result, text and photo reviews from tourists tend to be representative. Second, we do

not have the historical restaurant information (e.g., rating) for cities other than Las

Vegas.

3.3.2 Photo Collection

Although Yelp provides free access to the photo dataset, it contains a large part of the

low pixel (lower than 30 Kb) of these photos, which creates a bias in recognizing photo

content, and we can not identify whether a business owner or a customer took photos.

Figure 2 (the original pixel of the picture on Yelp) and Figure 3 (low pixel photo from

Yelp dataset) show an example of photo content recognition bias if we use low pixel

photo from the Yelp public dataset. We can get more photo content labels and more

precise recognition results that are not captured by low pixel photos from Yelp public
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dataset when uploading the original pixel photo into the vision recognition tool. The

recognition result from Google Vision API clearly shows ”White Rice” in the original

pixel of the photo (pointed with a red circle in Figure 2), which is the same result as

the human recognition. In contrast, the result from low pixel photos shows no such

content. Besides, the photo of Las Vegas in a public dataset is less than 100, which

accounts for less than 1% of the total number of photos.

We collect the original pixel of photos by developing a web crawler instead of using

the public photo dataset provided by Yelp3 to construct the photo content dataset.

One of the advantages of using original pixel photos is that we can ensure accurate

identification of the content of each photo and minimize recognition bias caused by

low pixel photos. Second, we can know the photo taker by adding the code to identify

the photo information. Yelp denotes every photo taken by business owners with the

specific text description as ”From the business owner” (as the Figure 3.4 shown)4.

Otherwise, the photo without such a footnote is taken by customers. As a result,

we can further explore the photo content differences between business owners and

customers. Third, we can focus on our target city, Las Vegas, and photo analyze at a

large scale. Based on the unique business ID, we collected 343,337 (4,431 for business

owners, 338,095 for customers) photos from 303 restaurants between July 7, 2005 and

March 14, 2022.

3.3.3 Photo Content Identification

Yelp has a massive amount of photos and classifies each of them into five categories,

but there are limitations. Yelp has developed a deep learning model that yields a

general photo classification as follows: food, drink, interior, outside, and menu5. This

3https://www.yelp.com/dataset
4When we inspect the Yelp web page, if the business owner took the photo, the web page element

will show the ”bizid”; if a customer took the photo, it will show its user id. Thus we can judge the
photo takers by adding the corresponding code in Python

5https : //engineeringblog.yelp.com/2015/10/how−we−use−deep− learning−to−classify−
business− photos− at− yelp.html
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general classification method, however, may not correctly categorize photo, capture

the detailed content of a photo (e.g., subject feeling like smile or tableware) and

hidden topics in photos. For instance, Yelp.com categorize the onion ring in Figure

3.5 as ”Food”6 rather than ”Tableware or Drinkware”. Moreover, comprehensive

photo content analysis is challenging because online photos are usually available at

large scales, and the captured contents are often diverse (Ren et al., 2021). Manual

analysis is time-consuming and limited to a number of photos (Ma & Takagi, 2012).

Google Vision API7 is used as the tool for automatic recognition of photo con-

tent at large scale in this study. Despite building deep learning models for visual

recognition requiring considerable time and data with label annotations for training

purposes, we have pre-trained tools like Google Vision API, Amazon Rekognition, or

IBM Watson visual recognition. We choose Google Vision API because it has a pre-

trained on a large-scale dataset of approximately 920 million photos, which can give

us precise recognition results (Ren et al., 2021). In addition, We put 100 randomly se-

lected photos from Yelp.com into the Google Vision API, Amazon Rekognition, and

IBM Watson respectively, to compare the recognition precision among these three

tools and our manual recognition. The results show that Google Vision API has the

highest accuracy and most rich content labels for food photos and restaurant envi-

ronments. This tool automatically identifies large-scale photos from consumers and

business owners. Finally, we developed another Python script to upload all photos to

Google Vision API, which automatically recognizes photo content and then returns

labels for each photo at each restaurant.

Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show examples of food and physical environmental photo

content results after uploading Figure 6, Figure 7 (taken by the business owner) and

Figure 8, Figure 9 (taken by the consumer) into the Google Vision API8. Then Google

6https : //www.yelp.com/bizphotos/mercato − della − pescheria − las − vegas − las −
vegas?select = CWrQX3o−−2u3GNJUTxBLGw

7https://cloud.google.com/vision/
8For convenience, we only list three labels with the highest confidence scores and the three labels
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Vision API will automatically return the recognition result in the form of labels (in

text) with a confidence score. The label scores ranged from 0 (least confidence) to

1 (most confidence), indicating how confident the photo contains the specific labels.

For instance, both photos have a confidence close to 1 to determine that they contain

food. Treating a photo as having a particular entity is a common practice if its score

exceeds 0.5 (Tan et al., 2019). To ensure the accuracy of photo content recognition,

we only keep the labels with a confidence score over 0.6(Ren et al., 2021).

We get 2,671 unique labels after uploading all photos into Google Vision API.

Then we merged two datasets by matching each dataset’s business ID, rater’s name,

and date. The unit of observation was review by day. After data processing, the

dataset contained 30,023 observations from 261 Las Vegas restaurants over 2,331

days (from 12 July 2005 to 10 December 2017). The panel dataset was unbalanced

due to restaurants entering and exiting the market.

3.3.4 Photo Content Identification Results

We show the top 50 labels for customers (Figure 3.10) and business owners (Figure

3.11), respectively. The identified labels described specific customer and business

owner features in their photos. The most frequent labels were Tableware, Ingredient,

Food, Cuisine, and Recipe for customers and business owners, which suggests that

both focus on specific restaurant or food characteristics. These outcomes were con-

sistent with the fact that such labels were common restaurant features, likely to be

captured in the photos taken inside the restaurant. Other labels describing the food

types (such as Fast food, Finger Food), and detailed dining environment (like chair)

were also identified.

with the lowest confidence scores.
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3.4 Photo Content Analysis

3.4.1 LDA Modeling

The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a generative probabilistic model for discov-

ering latent semantic topics from a large text corpus, has become one of the most

popular tools for mining big text data. LDA is used to analyze the online restaurant

reviews for a variety of purposes, such as extracting and labeling the review dimen-

sions (including food/taste, experience, location, and value) (Luo and Xu, 2019),

finding the topics customers care about most(Huang et al., 2014), predicting the

restaurant survival(Lian et al., 2017), detecting fake reviews(Jia et al., 2018), or se-

lecting the best restaurant placement(Wang et al., 2016). Recent research by Jia

(2021) collected 651,703 restaurant-user-generated reviews from Dianping (a Chinese

version of Yelp.com) to analyze restaurant customersâ evolution of dining patterns

and satisfaction during COVID-19 (from 2019-2020). By adopting the LDA, they

identified twenty review topics, mostly food. The results suggest that customers have

been paying fewer visits to restaurants since the outbreak, assigning lower ratings,

and showing limited evidence of spending more.

We applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to identify unobserved topics within

the data for two reasons. First, LDA discovers hidden topics in a pile of photo content

labels and measures the probability of sorting each label into a topic. The photo

recognition result from Google Vision API shows a couple of seemingly unrelated

labels such as âfood,â âwaterâ, and âtablewareâ in a photo, which can be associated

with a single group of âdiningâ when processed by a human. LDA can connect

such labels and reveal topics containing similar linguistic cues (Poushneh and Rajabi,

2022). Second, LDA is one of the most popular topic modeling techniques (Blei et al.,

2003) and a wide range of research fields adopt LDA as the main methodology and
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proves it has better performance than other topic modeling algorithms with proven

probability(Ramage et al., 2010; Brzustewicz and Singh, 2021). We performed the

topic modeling using the LDA implementation of the Gensim library(Rehurek and

Sojka 2010).

The basic idea of LDA in our context is that photos are represented as random

mixtures over latent topics, where each topic is characterized by a distribution over

labels. Accordingly, LDA assumes that photos, represented as bags of label content,

exhibit different topics in different proportions, as Figure 3.12 shows. Each D photo

in the dataset is a mixture over K latent topics (e.g., the ”Service”, ”Dining Environ-

ment”). Moreover, each topic is a multinomial distribution of W words vocabulary

(corresponding to ”labels” in photo). For example, photo 2 in Figure 3.12 is half

about Topic 1 (50%) while photo 2 has a low probability about Topic 2 (1%). Each

topic is represented as a probability distribution over controlled labels, usually all the

labels appearing in the photo collection. In our case, Topic 1 has labels like âriceâ

(8%), ”pizza” (5%), which have high correlations with ”Food” and Topic 3 has words

like âtablesâ (8%), âdrinkwareâ (6%) with high probability with ”Dining Environ-

ment”. According to Blei et al. (2003), the probability of a corpus is obtained as

follows:

p(D|α, β) =
M∏
d=1

∫
P (θd|α)(

Nd∏
n=1

∑
zdn

P (zdn|θd)P (wdn|zdn , β))dθd (3.1)

where α and β are the Dirichlet parameter on topic distribution over the labels

and the Dirichlet parameter on the label’s distribution, respectively. θd is the topic

distribution for photo d, zdn is the topic for the nth label in the photo d, and wdn is

a specific label in photo d. Nd denotes the number of labels. The ”Gensim” package

in Python automatically sets α and β based on the label distribution in our bag of

labels.

We pre-process the dataset after getting all photo labels. We first removed all
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numbers, punctuation, percentages, and brackets. Next, we removed low-frequency

labels that appeared less than 1 % in all photo labels(e.g. the ’carnaroli’, ’night’,

etc). The LDA model is a probability-based model that performs badly for those less

frequently appearing patterns of photos because lower frequency means that these

patterns contribute less to the target function and thus become less important to be

considered by the model (Zhou et al., 2021). Removing rare labels reduces the risk

that the results are also influenced by outlier labels(Netzer et al., 2019; Tirunillai and

Tellis, 2014)

Determination of Optimal Number of Topics

Because LDA is an unsupervised technique, there is no prior information on the num-

ber of topics in our label set. Thus, we conducted perplexity and coherence tests to

determine the optimal number of topics. On the one hand, perplexity is intuitively

defined as âhow confused is the model about its decisionâ (Neubig, 2017). More ac-

curately, it expresses the value âif we randomly picked words from the probability

distribution calculated by the language model at each time step, on average, how

many words would it have to pick to get the correct one?â (Neubig, 2017). It mono-

tonically decreases the likelihood of the test data and measures how well a model

describes a document according to a generative process based on the learned set of

topics(Brzustewicz and Singh, 2021; Blei et al., 2003). Perplexity is inversely re-

lated to the model predictive likelihood, so a lower perplexity score indicates better

generalization performance and is calculated as follows (Blei et al., 2003) :

perplexity(D) = exp

{
−
∑M

d=1 logp(wd)∑M
d=1Nd

}
(3.2)

where D is the set of label sets, Nd is the number of labels in photo d, wd is the

specific label in photo d, and p(wd) is the generation of probability of wd.
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Although perplexity can help decide the optimal number of topics, sometimes

it can be contrary to human judgements(Newman et al., 2010b). Moreover, models

that only rely on perplexity are at risk of generating chained, unbalanced, intruded, or

random topics, as non-related words may be included on the same topic(Pinto Gurdiel

et al., 2021). So a metric based on the co-occurrence of words within the document

is needed. A popular metric of semantic validation is the coherence score.

Coherence score is the other metric to select the optimal number of topics. It

is based on the degree of semantic similarity between high-scoring words within the

topic, thereby giving the human interpretable topics(Grossman and Frieder, 2004). A

topic is said to be coherent when its most likely terms can be interpreted and associ-

ated with a single semantic concept(Newman et al., 2010a). For example, âcocktailâ,

âwineâ, and âbeerâ are items that can be easily associated with the topic of âalcoholâ

or ’drinks’. Newman et al. (2010a) utilize the Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)

to measure the probability of seeing two labels within the same topic compared to

seeing them individually. The coherence score is calculated as follows:

PMI(wi, wj) = log(
P (wi, wj)

P (wi)P (wj)
) (3.3)

Different numbers of topics will have different levels of perplexity and coherence

scores. The ”Gensim” library provides the perplexity and coherence score after we

have set up all parameters. We choose a certain range of number of topics and decide

the optimal number if the model has low perplexity and high consistency by jointly

judging the results from these two metrics.

3.4.2 LDA Results

Before conducting LDA topic modeling, results from perplexity and coherence jointly

help to decide the optimal number of topics. We select five as the optimal number
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of topics based on Figure 13 and Figure 14. Perplexity shows that we can select

the number of topics from five to ten because of their lower perplexity (around 34)

compared to other number of topics (over 36), which indicates models with a larger

number of topics suffer more severe perplexity degradation. Perplexity exhibits a

sharp decline when increasing from 4 to 5 topics, followed by a stable trend (from

5 to 10) and then increasing when selecting over 11 topics. It means a good fit of

our model and the model’s efficiency in predicting topics is greatly improved when

selecting 5 to 10 topics.

A higher coherence score model indicates better interpretable topics and semantic

coherence to humans. Figure 14 shows a higher coherence score (above 0.80) than

the other number of topics (below 0.80) if we select five or seven as the number of

topics. Moreover, the coherence score shows a sharp increase when changing four

from five as the optimal number of topics, which means the interpretability of the

model has improved substantially. However, in the LDA models with seven topics, a

larger number of topics were judged to be less meaningful in discerning a unique and

salient theme than the model with five topics. As a robuset check, we plot the labels

of 7 topics (appendix), which shows that topic 2, topic 3, and topic 4 are difficult to

interpret and some labels have overlaps.

We present the visualization of five topic distribution via the LDAvis package

in Python. The LDAvis visualization result shows semantical distinct topics, which

indicates the quality of topics (see Figure 3.15). The larger distance between bubbles

(topics) shows more sarity. Figure 3.15 indicates no correlation between the five

topics, implying that each topic is unique and informative. The bubble size shows

the topic’s prominence based on the frequencies of relevant words, which means Topic

3 and Topic 5 are the most prominent topics, followed by Topic 2. Table X presents

the five topics and the most representative photo content labels for each topic based

on the relevance score calculated using λ=0.6 (Sievert and Shirley 2014).
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Next, we name each topic after setting five as the optimal number of topics. Topic

1 includes the labels relating to the restaurant’s outside and inside environment, like

”Room”, ”Chair”, ”Interior design”, ”Lighting”. As a result, we name Topic 1 as

”Ambience”. We name Topic 2 as ”Dish” because it contains various types of food

such as ”Comfort Food”, ”Staple Food”, ”Fast Food”. Topic 3 consists of different

types of desserts, such as ”Sweetness”, ”Dessert”, so we refer to Topic 3 as ”Dessert

and sweets”. Results in Table x indicate that Topic 4 is more likely to consist of words

describing the meat, such as ”Steak”, ”Pork”, ”Red Meat”. Consequently, we name

Topic 4 as ”Protein Food”. Topic 5 contains labels describing drinks and drinkware,

such as ”Cocktail”, ”Alcoholic beverage”, ”Barware”. Thus, we name Topic 5 as

”Drinks & Drinkware”.

3.4.3 Photo content difference

Once the topics were recognized from the LDA models for the entire dataset, we

conducted quantitative analyses to explore the photo contents differences between

customers and business owners, based on Ren et al. (2021). We first computed the

overall fraction of each topic in the photo collection at each restaurant for business

owners. Because photos posted by business owners are updated less frequently and

the content is relatively fixed compared to consumers. We also computed the daily

fraction of each topic for photos taken by customers at each restaurant. Finally, we get

the photo content differences between them by taking the differences between those

two fractions. For example, suppose there are 20 photos by distinct semantical topics,

indicating restaurant i, respectively. The number of photos with a specific topic j

for business owner’s photos is four while the number of consumer’s photos with the

same topic is ten so the topic proportions are 0.2 and 0.5 and their differences is 0.3

at date t. The photo content differences can be calculated as following:
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Diffijt =
|lcijt|
|Lijt|

− |lbij|
|Lij|

(3.4)

where |Lij| is a entire photo collection in which Lit = {l1, l2, ...lm} have m photos

for Topic j at restaurant i;
|lbij|
|Lij | is defined as the proportion of number of photos posted

by business owners of Topic j for restaurant i; |Lijt| is a list of all possible topics in

the entire customer’s photo collection for restaurant i of Topic j at date t;
|lcijt|
|Lijt| is the

proportion captured in the photos of topic j by consumers for restaurant i at date t.

We standardized the differences to make photo content differences comparable across

topics and restaurants.

3.5 Econometric Analysis

3.5.1 Summary Statistics

Table 3.4 presents summary statistics for the panel dataset after merging photo con-

tent dataset and restaurant information by restaurant id, user name, and date. From

the table we can observe (1) the average rating for restaurant is around 4.3 with one

standard deviation towards 5 points, from which we can infer customers are satisfied

with their dining experience. (2) the mean number of characters of review is close to

400, which indicates that the customers tend to leave text comments (around 3 or 4

paragraphs). (3) For photo content differences of five topics, the largest and small-

est difference in mean value is Topic 1 (Ambiance) (0.151) and Topic 5 (Drink &

Drinkware) (0.0038), respectively. Topic 2 (Dish) shows more variation (0.384) than

the other topics due to its highest standard deviation. (4) the mean value of photo

content differences for Topic 2, Topic 3 (Dessert & sweets), and Topic 4 (Protein

Food) is positive, which shows that customers focus more on these topics.
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3.5.2 OLS Fixed-effect Regression

We adopt a fixed-effect model to explore the association between differences of topics

for five topics and restaurant ratings. The advantage of using the fixed-effect model

is that it will mitigate bias and endogeneity issues caused by unobservable restaurant

characteristics(Tian et al., 2021). For instance, factors like restaurant interior design

would affect customer’s perceptions of cleanliness, safety, and healthiness, which may

affect the online rating and their willingness to take photos(Liu et al., 2022).

Ratingit = β0 +
4∑

j=1

βj ∗Diffijt + α5 ∗ Lengthit + σi + eijt (3.5)

where Ratingit is the rating for restaurant i at date t. Diffijt is the standardized

photo content differences indices between customers and business owners for restau-

rant i, topic j at date t9. Lengthit
10 is the word count of text comments for restaurant

i at date t; σi is the the restaurant fixed effect for each restaurant i; eijt is the error

term.

Table 3.5 presents four regression results for the OLS fixed-effect model. (1)

The first column indicates that four topics have a statistically significant (p < 0.01)

effect on rating, except for Topic 3 (Dessert & sweets). Topic 1 (Ambiance) Topic 2

(Dish), and Topic 4 (Protein Food) are positively correlate with rating. Moreover, the

differences in Topic 2 (Dish) has greater impact on rating compared to other topics.

The second column adds the length of text comments and its quadratic term

to control for customer’s perceptions of the helpfulness text comments(Heng et al.,

2018). We can observe that the coefficient of Topic 1 (Ambiance) turns insignificant

and the coefficient of Topic 2 (Dish) and Topic 4 (Protein Food) decrease around

9We excluded âTopic 5 (Drink & Drinkware)â category to avoid multicollinearity because the
total share of the five topics is equal to 1. Besides, it is the topic with the lowest difference between
customers and business owners.

10It represents the amount of information and the elaborateness of the reviewer, which can posi-
tively affect review usefulness(Peng et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2017a). As a result, we add it to control
for the usefulness of text comment(Heng et al., 2018)
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10%. Besides, the length of review and its quadratic term are significantly correlated

with rating and coefficient of Topic 3(Dessert & sweets) turns to significantly positive,

which shows it is necessary to include the length as a control to the equation to reduce

the omitted variable bias in estimation.

The third and fourth columns add the restaurant fixed effects. The photo content

differences for Topic 2 remain statistically significant positive while Topic 3 turn

from insignificant (in columns 1 and 2) to statistically significant positive (p < 0.05).

Besides, the R2 exhibit considerable increase from 0.003 (column 1) to 0.129 (column

4), which was the additional variation of the dependent variable explained by the

restaurant fixed effects. Overall, the combination of the four topic indices explains

about 12% of the variation in the restaurant ratings.

We can draw two preliminary conclusions from Table 3.5. First, the results from

the fixed-effect model with all controls (column 4) show that all photo content differ-

ences for four topics are statistical significantly and positively affect restaurant rating.

Topic 2 (Dish), Topic 3 (Dessert & sweets) and Topic 4 (Protein Food) are positively

correlated with rating, from which we can expect that 1-standard-deviation increase

in these topics will lead to a 0.359 unit, 0.134 unit, and 0.413 (roughly a half star)

increase in rating, respectively. So for business owners, they can improve restaurant

ratings by increasing the number of photos regarding these topics. This result is con-

sistent with the result from the summary statistics that we found customers tend to

post more photos about these topics.

Second, the coefficients both produce a significant decrease (over 10%) in column

3 and column 4, suggesting that our regression results in the first and second columns

may be biased without controlling the information from text comments.
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3.6 Discussion

Our results do not show the effect of the difference in photos of customers and business

owners in Topic 1 (Ambiance), which generally refers to the dining environment,

on restaurant ratings. This may be because the food provided (quality, taste) was

central to customer’s decision to favor one restaurant over another, though prior

positive experience, a clean production/service environment and hospitable service

are additional factors that most strongly influenced restaurant choice(Duarte Alonso

et al., 2013). Therefore, customers care more about whether food instead of dining

environment meet their expectation or not , thus influencing their ratings behaviors.

The regression result shows that the restaurant rating is positively correlated with

the photo content differences in Topic 2 (Dish), which shows that business owners can

boost rating by increasing number of photo (e.g., add more photos about the dish dec-

oration) regarding Topic 2 (Dish) (1-standard-deviation increase in Topic 2 will lead to

a 0.359 unit of increase in rating, which results in increasing restaurant rating toward

4.5). This finding supports results that the food photo’s virtual content empirically in-

fluences the diner’s expectations and their subsequent evaluations(Piqueras-Fiszman

and Spence, 2014), which further affects restaurant rating behaviors. Moreover, cus-

tomers continually adjust their expectations as they acquire fresh information about

the product/service and use accumulated experience as a basis for subsequent evalu-

ation(Bhattacherjee, 2001). It supports the conclusion that more number of photos

on relevant topics, will provide more information to consumers thus influencing their

rating behavior.

The regression result also implies that, given the number of customer’s photos

content in Topic 3(Dessert), business owners can improve restaurant ratings by in-

creasing subjects in photos about Topic 3 (1-standard-deviation increase in Topic 3

will increase the rating by 0.13). This result supports that dessert can be a predictor
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of rating in text review analysis and indicates that it can influence rating in photo

analysis(Jurafsky et al., 2014).

Finally, our results show that the photo content differences in protein food has

the largest and positive impact on rating compared to other topics. It reflects that

consumers are sensitive to protein foods, which can significantly affect their ratings

of restaurants. The gap between consumers’ quality expectations and perceptions of

quality can be especially large when evaluating protein foods(Grunert et al., 2004).

Protein foods (e.g., meat) is mostly generic or commodity-type (it is often sold un-

branded and even unlabeled), and consumers do not have enough, and often con-

flicting, information to form their expectations(Verbeke, 2005). Furthermore, the

main determinants of satisfaction may influence overall satisfaction to a different de-

gree depending on the level of protein product processing(Resano et al., 2011). The

processing of protein food affects both the taste, the quality of the food, and over-

all satisfaction(Resano et al., 2007), which may affect the restaurant rating. Hence,

business owners or managers can consider adding more photo about protein food to

provide more information and influencing customer’s rating behaviors.

3.7 Conclusion and policy implication

Online platforms provide massive valuable information and restaurant rating is crit-

ical for both business owners and customers. Understanding how the latent infor-

mation captured by photos provides business owners or managers with insights into

customerâs perception and preference, which help them make targeted marketing

strategies. However, previous studies have focused on numeric features (i.e., review

length) and textural features of text review (i.e., readability) on restaurant rating,

photo content potential has not been effectively utilized due to the barrier in manual

analysis approach in traditional studies(Ren et al., 2021).
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In this paper, we first construct the dataset by collecting the photo on Yelp.com

and then we recognized the photo content automatically at large scale with Google

Vision API; lastly, we build the LDA model to explore the latent topic of the photo

and figure out photo content differences between business owners and its correlations

with rating. We find that (1) the top three frequent photo content for business owners

and customers are tableware, ingredient, food; (2) the latent topics for customer’s

photo are ”Ambiance”, ”Dish”, ”Dessert & sweets ”, ”Protein Food”, and ”Drinks

& Drinkware”; (3) ”Dish” account for most proportion for both business owners and

customers ; (4) the photo content differences regarding the topic of dish, dessert &

sweets, and protein food were positively related to ratings (5) the discrepancy in

protein food photos was found the largest and positive impact on rating.

For the managerial implications, our findings confirm the importance of pictorial-

based marketing efforts in affecting customers rating behaviors by illustrating the

positive effect of photo content differences between business owners and customers

in different topics on rating. Our results indicate that when restaurant owners or

managers promote their restaurant, they should provide more photos regarding the

food than the environment. Specially, since customers are sensitive to protein food,

business owners and managers should try to use pictures that realistically portray the

food for promotion purposes to avoid raising customer’s expectations too high.

Our study has two limitations and can be further extended in some areas. First,

although we control the effect of text comment on consumers’ rating behavior, we

can not exclude the effect of other customers’ photos on consumers’ formation of

expectations since customers tend to select restaurants by searching for food images

by other customers(Oliveira and Casais, 2018), which may affect rating behaviors.

And to control for such impact means we must know exactly which photos each

consumer is referencing when viewing restaurant reviews. Given that our dataset is as

of 2017, we cannot control for such an impact. Nevertheless, we used fixed-effect and
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the result from robust check to ensure the accuracy of our results. Since the Yelp.com

have the vote indicates the helpfulness of the photo(similar to the helpfulness of text

comments), future research may consider including the helpfulness of photo into their

research.

Second, previous literature show that the photo attributions such as the proportion

of food to the overall photo area, the dominant color of the food photo affect the

perception of quality for customers(Zhang and Luo, 2022). Even so, our study is

still have meaningful implications. The photo by business owner’s photo may be

overly retouched, but customers will refer other consumers’ photos that reflect the

real dining experience, thus mitigating the effect of photo attribution. Subsequent

studies can get the photo attributions from Google Vision API and control them that

influence restaurant ratings.
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Figure 3.1: Road Map
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Figure 3.2: Recognition results from
original photo

Figure 3.3: Recognition results from
Yelp Dataset
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Figure 3.4: Identification of Business Owners
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Figure 3.5: Yelp Photo Classification
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Figure 3.6: Food photo by business
owner

Figure 3.7: Food photo by consumer
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Figure 3.8: Environment Photo by busi-
ness owner

Figure 3.9: Environment photo by con-
sumer
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Figure 3.10: Popular labels captured from online customer photos
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Figure 3.11: Popular labels captured from online business owners photos
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Figure 3.12: LDA examples
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Figure 3.13: Coherence Score Figure 3.14: Perplexity
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Figure 3.15: Visualization for topic distribution
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Business Owner Photo Score Consumer Photo Score
Food 0.974 Food 0.974

Tableware 0.971 Drinking water 0.794
Dishware 0.930 Ingredient 0.773

Still life photography 0.523 Chinese food 0.511
Tablecloth 0.517 Coquelicot 0.509
Fruit cake 0.517 Vegetarian food 0.500

Table 3.1: Food photo content recognition results
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Business Owner Photo Score Consumer Photo Score

Furniture 0.964 Table 0.974
Table 0.921 Furniture 0.954
Light 0.910 Property 0.943

Restaurant 0.533 Meal 0.531
Projection Screen 0.510 Plate 0.519

Chandelier 0.500 Diner 0.500

Table 3.2: Restaurant photo content recognition results
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Table 3.3: Top 10 terms in each of five topics.
Topic 1: Ambiance Topic 2: Dishes Topic 3: Desserts and sweets Topic 4: Protein Foods Topic 5: Drinks & Drinkware

Event Recipe Sweetness Beef Drink
Building Produce Dessert Animal product Drinkware
Font Food Serveware Steak Cocktail
Room Cuisine Cuisine Flesh Alcoholic beverage
Chair Ingredient Dish Pork Distilled beverage
Interior design Dish Dishware Meat Barware
Wood Comfort food Food Red meat Stemware
Ceiling Tableware Ingredient Venison Glass
Flooring Side dish Cake Cooking Champagne stemware
City Vegetable Tableware Veal Non-alcoholic beverage
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Table 3.4: Summary Statistics

Variables Mean Std. Dev Min Max Observarion

Yelp Review
Rating 4.279 0.928 1 5 30,017
Length of Review (# of Characters) 398.2 871.1 1 6,653 30,017

Photo Content Differences Index
Topic 1 (Ambience) -0.151 0.367 -1 1 30,017
Topic 2 (Dish) 0.0660 0.384 -1 1 30,017
Topic 3 (Desserts & sweets) 0.0435 0.289 -1 1 30,017
Topic 4 (Protein Foods) 0.0456 0.208 -1 0.667 30,017
Topic 5 (Drinks & Drinkware) -0.00381 0.202 -1 0.667 30,017
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Table 3.5: OLS Fixed-effect Regression Results

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Variables Rating Rating Rating Rating

Std. Photo Content Differences (Topic 1) 0.160*** 0.0847 0.0755 -0.0475
(0.0581) (0.0576) (0.0673) (0.0669)

Std. Photo Content Differences (Topic 2) 0.355*** 0.304*** 0.419*** 0.359***
(0.0547) (0.0541) (0.0632) (0.0626)

Std. Photo Content Differences (Topic 3) 0.0298 -0.0337 0.168** 0.134**
(0.0612) (0.0607) (0.0688) (0.0682)

Std. Photo Content Differences (Topic 4) 0.187*** 0.155*** 0.433*** 0.413***
(0.0590) (0.0584) (0.0652) (0.0646)

Review Length -0.000540*** -0.000523***
(2.12e-05) (2.12e-05)

ReviewLength2 1.29e-07*** 1.25e-07***
(5.41e-09) (5.46e-09)

Constant 3.900*** 4.112*** 3.711*** 3.931***
(0.108) (0.107) (0.120) (0.120)

Observations 30,017 30,017 30,017 30,017
R-squared 0.003 0.024 0.111 0.129
Restaurant FE No No YES YES
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